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As we anticipated in the beginning, the
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"ksoto
kended that no additional
But upon enquiry I am compelled to admit,
try. But now, that the,motives of such prostitution nent of this controversy, you have been apprized
fo
i’ JPPr (• t,ixes will accrue to
' are about to be removed, we hope the people of AL 1by a recent discovery in Lebanon, of the base and deitaké to impose upon the understandings of however bumbling and degrading it may be,
th
•’"''ÎVlieii
b“t »» ‘¡‘c jof
means resorted to by them to obtain an enlightened people, by the circulation of that it is too true—It is indeed a mortifying
feed will look a little more to the reputation of the unprincipled
i
county. We do believe that there is still a re- votes in favour of Alfred. Means, disgraceful to the calumny and scandal, revolting to the feel consideration that the character of the good
county htpver
frflin may be expended iu tlu-1110
instigators,
disgraceful
to
the
agents,,
disgraceful
to
deeming spirit among them,” and that the thick fog i
ings of every man, elevated even (inc degree
bv which the face of the Star has recently been ob our county, and insulting to all those Upon whom above the brute creation ? And what man, in people of Lebanon has become so venal in the
estimation of our neighbours, thaï it may be
scured. may be dispelled by (he more powerful mfiu- 1they were intended to operate. You have seen them
it is»»» conceded«'"
his senses could possibly have imagined, that bought or sold for any price however paltry
traversing
the
county,
striving
to
deceive
the
people
H‘iUthalfe buildings belung- lil
enee of their intelligence and patriotism.
(
Before leaving our friends of Allred it may per- tby the most Bat e and glaring falsehoods; by threat the passions of rational beings were, to be and inconsiderable.—That such is tbeopinion
in
ening
them
with
the
burden
and
expense
of
new
haps be adjudged proper that we should take some <
wrought upon by such an appeal as the fol entertained by some of our neighbours, res
iLftileofebicb, will afford "ri wi
notice of a communication in their paper of last iroads, o\ er lakes, ponds, and swamps, which no lowing ? “ York, Kittery and Elliot, must
man
in
Kennebunk
could
ever
have
dreamt
of,
and
pecting
us,
cannot
be
doubted
—
Else
what
£id«ncyf«
ll
“
iWi
"5
as0
?
1
’
*
“
d
al
week, over the signature of Farmer intended, as we i
th
now see the design of Kennebunk, who are could induce them to send their political ped
suppose to lead the people into a belief that «Alfred tby promises which can never be fulfilled.
E I tktws considerable amount in
It remains now to be settled by you, whether by speculating
,
to wrest from them their goal lars hither with their promises «and their mon
was nearer to the centre of population than Kenne
in
There»^»''
l
'
ltll
'vbe
your
votes
on
Monday
next,
the
courts
shall
be
lo

court'house, and THE LANDS in the centre ey to barter away our rights and privileges?
bunk. This is the onlv thing which has appeared in j
the Star in the shape of an argument since the publi- <cated in Alfred? Whether you will countenance and most-ornamental part of the venerable
,«|1tAIWheco“ll,yllulld'"S,tl‘lr'c w<
Why is it that our town is continually throng
depravity and corruption, which has character
ha
cation of the second number of CLsipee. And we that
t
town of York—Let the people of York look ed with more or less of these vicegerants from
have too high an opinion of the good sense of the Al- iized all the exertions of the people of that town in
¡iMiid ruinous state (particu arly the in<
to this question ? Whether you will volun at the last Kennebunk bond ! Let them once Alfred, besetting our Habitations, and even
fred logicians, to believe, that this flimsy attempt to relation
t
th
L continual expense must be the necesimpóse upon the community, found us way into the ttarily subject yourselves to a continuation of those get a < ohveyancc of these buildings, the hope disturbing our midnight repose, as though we
burdens, which have heretofore devolved up of York and Alfred, and the county is forever
Loence and when theybec.meuseStar, with their knowledge. The idea that because heavy
I
had no minds or opinions of our own, and
the distance of thè several towns to Alfred is less on
< you, from the establishment of the courts in that gone.” Verily inhabitants of York, it behoves
atll)insufficient which must very soon> be
could consequently be converted to any pur
of
than the distance from the same tpwns to Kenne- [place ? Let all the considerations which have been
itbepeople of tie county must then
you to be on your guard. Not only your goal pose or design however base and reprehensi
bunk, therefore the former is nearer to the centre qpresented on this subject, be duly weighed ; and
by
J with an enormous sum for the erccof population than the latter, is perfectly ridiculous. <decide which way you will, neither Kennebunk or and court house, but your very lands, are by ble ? My predelictions were at first strong
th:
will have any reason to complain.
some powerful physical operation, to be tak in favour of Alfred, but they have been grad
■ For the principle would be the- same, if there was Alfred
<
i
Wooes.
.
cii
KENNEBUNK.
bqt one inhabitant in each of the towns in the vicini
en up am! removed from your village I Take ually weakening, and the ungenerous and un
u« aware that the validity of our bonus at
ty of Alfred, and fifty thousand in the vicinity «of
care, lest in this dreadful catastrophe, which principled conduct of the people of Alfred has
ten questioned, and from the misrepre- ant
Kennebunk. Or supposing the amount of distances
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
is to follow the location of the cour1-» in Ken given them a decided impulse against them,
itiansivhicb have been made respecting no
to each of the towns to have been equals if arty one
nebunk, your whole town should be shaken to zlnd I do hope that there is still remaining in
of the towns nearest to Alfred, say for example ParD,itmay be that the minds of some Ha) ok
at
sonsfield, was to be divided into five smaller ones, J
die centre ! ! ! And let the citizens of the Lebanon spirit and energy enough to repel
taring with doubt. If there be any
I did not expect again to trouble you with (
Alfred would then according to this principle be
county beware, lest their only hope, their only
ask them to refer to these bonds, & beg Of
come much nearer the centre of population than any
;
remarks upon the Court Question. But refuge, the Fork gaol, should be wrested from every thing, from whatever quarter it may
come, which might have a tendency to detract j ¡to read theip with all the scrutiny anil
Kennebunk, although there was not the least change having
j
seen a Circular, issued from the town (
in the situation of the population. The principle is ef Alfred,, to counteract the effect of a Bond them by the magic of these unmerciful Ken from their independance and stability, ami
ism which they can possibly call iuioihi
two absurd to need any farther comment. But the
that the result of our election on Monday next i ise, and then let them say, if they can a ]
distances assumed are as fir from the truth, as the recently filed, conditioned to erect a Gao! in
But, to be serious.
Onr only object in will afford a conclusive demonstration that Al
ver aught in them, which savours either an
,
principle is from any thing, like rationality. Our Jthis town in the event of the location-of the these
remarks^ was to show that the people of fred with all her wealth and greatness could
neighbours of Wells would probably thank the gen Courts in Kennebunk, and finding in it some
«ption or imposition, and if not satisfied j tai
tlemen if they would point out to them the road by precious admissions, which it. was feared Alfred have now admitted the truth of our ob- never purchase a single vote of Lebanon.
ite, we request them to notice the sign- J rm
servationsiti relation to the value of the pres
which they could reach Alfred in travelling only
Lebanon, September 8, 1824.
. tflhe bonds, and we challenge them to I Al,
twelve miles, from the centre ot that town.. And might not be sufficiently circulated in the ent public buildings. We should have been
"h single individual from among them to«
we should be much obliged to them if they will ex Comity, I considered it proper that some no glad likewise to have Lad them admit their
Fer
the
K
ennebunk
G
azette
,
l
»character is not proverbial for honesty
’
plain to us by what arithmetic tl principle, they ar tice should be taken of them, in order that the cost.
But the truth "will not answer their pur
rive at the conclusion, that, although it is ten miles people might be more fully convinced of the
integrity, and whose name has ever been
poses.. The farther from its regions the bet Mr. Remich,
from Lebanon to Alfred, and twelve from Alfred to truth
.
iatedwhb baseness, faction, confederacy
of every thing which we have urged up ter for them. For as soon as they en ter even
Kennebunk, Lebanon is still twenty-five miles from
I have been a constant reader of the Alfred
ifigue,and ifstill unconvinced, we invite
Kennebunk, even though the route through Alfred on this subject. We invite our readers should op its confines, their cause is gone. Anil it paper since its establishment, and find much
itoaneiaiflioationoftbe characters of ab<
would be as much out of the direct course between this handbill ever fall into their hands, to give might be said ef them in the words of an elo
matter contained in it concerning the location
those two towns, as it would be for the people of it an attentive and canefol perusal. Indeed,
iwrs of these fabricated reports, and
quent
writer,
“
as
they
entered
’
*
there,
“
so
of
the
courts
for
the
county
of
York.
Alfred to goby the way of Saco to reach Kennebunk. such a tissue of the vilest slander and abuse,
ms if their memories can point out a tai
Satan entered into Paradise and damnation
Calculations arc made on the expences and
' The distance from Limington to Kennebunk is put
got or stratagem, a single instance of inc
KENNEBUNK.
down at 32 miles, when in fact it is but 25> But such a gross outrage upon every thing like followed him?’
the relative increase of the population ef the
enough of this glaring piece of deception. The only decency, such a bold defiance of every thing
county, together with the centre of the pre-1 Canary or juggling that has ever trJ
correct way of ascertaining which of the two towns like civilization and refinement, has probably
mid this County, iu which these gen- sea
sent population ; but notwithstanding all the
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
’ is the most central as to population is to measure the never before been witnessed in this quarter
j
ni|t borne a conspicuous part cai
efforts of the disguised « Ossipee” I have been
distances of each of the.towns in the County from of the world.
Bui it contains some facts
iQoufortber to look at their motives tra
MR. REMTCH,
-Kennebunk to Alfred. The distances multiplied by
un«able jto concur with the writer in opin- j
The Alfred people seem very much alarmed, be ion. But every man who is acquainted with ; jstapering with and insulting your un- K<
the number of polls in each town will show the num which have an important bearing upon this
the
,
the inhabitants of Kennebunk have had the te
ber of miles which the taxable inhabitants of this question. Our readers will recollect that we cause
the travelled road in the county must be sen
county must travel in.going either to Alfred or Ken- have repeatedly stated, should al! the courts merity to come forward and offer to place Kenne
»<1 follow them hi all their progress by
' nebunk. Let the gentlemen adopt this principle and be removed to this place, that the present bunk—as to the County buildings on an equal.footing sible that the business of tbu county would i
ecomencement of this subject to ih ty
with Alfred —so that the people can come to a decision concentrate more at Kennebunk than at Al
they will find a balance in favor of Kennebunk of
public buildings in York and Alfred, would of the question upon fair principles without being
M,and when they ted you that ant
more than ten thousand miles.
fred—and tire farmers of the county have ?
sell
for
more
than
would
be
required,
tfe
erect
l
i?"ors/an(ler
malevolence, nor ha
swayed by any interest, other than that which regards been taught by a hard lesson, the disadvan- j
We have row done with our good friends of Al-red, and rfecu ’ring to what we have said on this sub a Goa! in Kennebunk, This the people of the whole county. The partisans of Alfred have la
^hable or .ungenerous expressions no
ject- we find nothing to regret. We find not a single Alfred have invariably denied. And proba boured with great zeal to persuade the people of the tagc of being compelled to make foam
fre
z rpart ofiwr
sentence which we should wish to recall. Nothing bly would have persisted in the denial, if had County, that the Kennebunk bonds were not good, through swamps and over hills to build up the
SB£F-"= Cc
more has been stated but what the public weal, truth
and that the signers of them were a set of u nprinci- pride and avarice of any village.
to<
it
not
been
for
the
complete
refutation
afford

and justice required ; and whether a majority of the
pled men—that they never intended to fulfil their
Respecting the picture of the court-house
wi
votes on the question be in our favour or not, we ed by the bond before mentioned. It has been obligations, and that the whole was a mere gull it appears very well, and I am led to believe'
have done nothing, we have said nothing^upon which constantly asserted that the public buildings trap, &c. &c. Now the Alfred people knew better.
we believe we shall hereafter have reason to reflect. would not be worth two thousand dollars if They know very well that every individual who put that the Kennebunk people will have honoreth
nough to build such an one as is described ii> i
We wish our opponents in Alfred could leave the
on
the Courts should be removed from Alfred. his name to those bonds, did it with the intension of
subject with similar feelings.
abiding by its consequences, and of fulfilling it when their Hand, provided the people of the county ;
it
But now that this bond has been filed, and al! ever occasion required ; and this is what they feared.
decide in favor of Kennebunk fo? the location ’ *rte»*ihicbt^\"8or,e'1
Citizens of the County of York,
pe
hopes of success from falsehood''and decep They know very welf too, the people of the county
of the courts.
On Monday next, you are called uiion to give in
all
tion,
blasted,
what
say
these
gentlemen.
Why
have
placed
the
utmost
confidence
in
those
bonds,
and
your votes on the Question, “ Shall all the Judicial
*LXZ”t<’a’i,<!’take f"™
There
is
one
further
provision
which
I
hope
fic
Courts and County Offices, be located in Alfred or that these public buildings arc worth ten that there is no apprehension of being deceived, and will be made before the question of location'L-tlierirhi Jr a"d m,»t «aluable
Kennebunk.” The Question is one of extensive in thousand dollars. And that those persons it is in this attempt to impose upon the people, that
I"1 ’Ey
iouruw" Pr
terest'; one in which every man, whatever be his who signed that bond expected to make a good the inhabitants of Alfred have drawn upon themselves is decided. It is proper that some provision
more contempt than in any one circumstance during for a jail should be made, so that the question
situation in life, is concerned ; and therefore one
sai
speculation out of the County, if it should be the whole discussion. Do these gentlemen, who
which merits y our serious consideration. In the ob
relative to expense should be settled.*
r'w ea dp^cs,c’;'“i,a,'e co
servations which, we have made on this subject, we accepted. True, those buildings are worth signed the Alfred Bond.' agine that the people of the
It has been said that a jail will cost $800»
county
have
any
more
confidence
in
their
ability
and
!l0^teiWl tio an
fitn^for the an
have admitted that Alfred was rather nearer.the that sum, and these gentlemen did anticipate
centre of territory than Kennebunk. But we believe a profitable speculation should the County integrity, than they have in thoSie who signed the Ken because it is stated that the jail in Oxford
1^ d 8ee lf ><><• can wi
that‘we have proved to the satisfaction of every reas comply with their offer. But no man of com nebunk Bonds ? If they have such an exalted idea of county cost $6000. But 1 learn from a cor- i
br
^i
’
^rsand
tn
’
V
°
te
for
their own importance, they mistake the character of rect source that the jail in Oxford cost $48OoJ
onable man, that the latter place was nearer to the
Hh-° lnhabitthe th
centre of population and business, and would proba mon sense ever could believe that the county the county very much.
and that is more expensive than is needed in ■hMof
W
What special licence has a very modest gentleman
‘J Wortant J tb!8 (IU08tii)n is
bly continue so for years to come ; That greater fa would be so unwise as to relinquish their
York. Imprisonment for debt has already
if
cilities for communication would be afforded by the whole property, to. those persons-, on the con at Alfred, that he should have liberty to tax the whole
location at Kennebunk, than could, reasonably be dition that they would erect a Gao! in Kenne county, just to promote his own interest ? He seems received a deadly stroke—a State Prison has
Wer
^iiean(l()f m I?Dnebu"k of w
hoped for by the establishment of the courts in Al bunk. If these buildings are worth ten thous to possess a peculiar faculty of assuming a smooth face been lately erected for the convicts of thej
th
to excite your compassion, while at the’ same time he state, so that'county jails will be needed in
fred ; That great and unnecessary expence has
be
been incurred by the county, in the erection of the and dollars, the people might erect the Gaol, is conscious that he may make a good speculation out few cases except for the confinement of those«
ne
•present public buildings in that town ; in the. charg and have still six or seven thousand remain of a very imprudent one to say the least.- Have not
charged
with
crimes
until
they
can
have
a
es for board, and in the laying out and repairing of ing in the Treasury, and this sum would be the inhabitants of Kennebunk and “ one man at Saco”
roads leading to Alfred. We have shewn, that with actually gained by the county should the the same priviledge ; and are they not as much enti trial ; and as one department of the Alfred
th
tled to accommodation as a few men at Alfred—Has paper is to be devoted to Religion, it is to bd
out the least necessity therefor, the people of that
town have endeavoured to add to these burdens, the courts be removed to Kennebunk, and the not a man the same right to consult his own interest hoped that it w ill have an influence to dimin- j
wl
people
freed
from
county
taxes
for
some
years
at Kennebunk as at Alfred ? We beg these gentle ish the number of cMmes and render an ex
enormous expense of ten thousand dollars, by erect
?,*Wjand in V|wemc" »fhonca
men to permit the people of the county to act inde
ing a new goal in that place ; That, although in a to come.
pensive jail unnecessary.
petition originated by themselves, they had’declared
mishl mi
Another fact is also disclosed in this extra pendently, regardless of any individual interest at Al
Therefore it might be considered expedient j
to the.county the enormous and grievous expence
fred,
Kennebunk,
Saco, or any other town. Why all
lat
ordinary circular^ that there are four acres
and inconvenience attendant upon the location of
this whining and crying about the county, to make for those who feel an interest to contract for the-,,
H
the courts in two different places, and had strenu of land under and. adjoining their buildings, the people believe that they shall be ruined at Alfred^ erection of a jail by receiving the county pro- c
C<
ously urged in. the Legislature the removal of all the belonging to the county. This is a circumstance if the courts are not all located in that town. The perty iu pyrt pay, and take measures tonaise [
ha
courts to one place,viz. Alfred, afterwards not only with which we have not before been made ac county have been taxed long enough to support Al
opposed such removal by the most unparallelled so quainted. In almost every Star which we fred,. and not let her like the rest of us look out for by subscription a sum sufficient to complete a j
da
phistry, but actually voted almost unanimously
herself,_ and if she cannot live, we will have another jail, without expense to the county and publish!,
W
¿against it.; voted, to continue the imposition upon! have seen, it has been positively denied, that assessment for her support. Kennebunk is the place plan of the same with all that will be nscessa- ,
county owned any of the soil in that town. where the courts ought to be located, tad by placing
R,,'4li;!),;u':iii'yo»be„iev! C<
the people of those grievances under which they hadI the
I
ry for the satisfaction of the people of tb&j
wi
•long laboured, and which they had themselves be-• Truly
'
we cannot see,toe hearing of this spe- them there, the county wi:l gain much. It is indeed a
county : in which case many in the interior? j ' 'll
wl,<!» "0^0°? e Ot Alfred! ca
for'e so strongly deprecated; That, although the peo-‘ cies
(
of electioneering. We cannot compre- matter of surprise that the interior towns should be in
, Ü1,
pie have decided by morp than me thousand majority" hend, how these gentlemen, who have mani favour of building up Alfred. The towns of Sanford, would doubtless give their votes for Kenne-i,
co
that they should be so established in one place, they
OSSIPEE. | '«aiit
Shapleigh, Waterborough, and Limerick, can gain bunk.
/•Ot,
""“His here
rcT‘'<-es H
st >•
have most zealously laboured to deprive one portion I fested heretofore, some little skill, in manage nothing by giving up their trade to Alfred. Let these
ne
*
Our
Correspondent
will
-see
by
this
days
paper
|
some sagacity
in----stratagem,
expect to towns support their own traders,'and keep their busi
vof the county of their influence in the decision of the ment,
........., ----------- ... —
----- i.............................
' present question, by the delusivi pretence, that if i gain any thing by such an open and unequiv- ness within themselves,, nature has d«ne more for that a bond to erect a gaol free of expense to the-’
coupty,
is
filed
with
the
County
Treasurer
wi
there should be but a small majority in favour of?

*

t

<

.

Io<

• ithcr of them. a<?
han it has for Alfred.0 a‘r- IocaW„‘ 1
'ed b°aid, they will have^'^^iG'
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arch tyrant, who would swing us and the nebunk. And it is hoped that the citizens of this Wise, have this day, deposited with me as Treas
the whole county by the------- neck, as to with county who are to decide the question on Monday urer of the County of York... a Bond, of which the
hold it from us ? We venture to answer for next (thegreater part of whom have been or will foregoing is a true copy.
be liable to be summoned to attend Court as Jurors,
HENRY SMITH,
The time is near at hand when you will be you, NO.
witnesses or parties) will consider the subject as
Treasurer of the County of Tori.
railed upon to determine, by your suffrages,
very important, not only to themselves but to their
a question, which in a local point of view’, is
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
children and posterity : For when this question is
. Correction.
to you, of deep concern and vital importance.
once detemined by your vote, it iij probable the
The people of Alfred assert that it is the intention
You have by a decided expression of your
e upon them, and it h k 0 W
To the Inhabitants of the County of Fork.
dl necessary burdens, wUou?^'1^
Courts will be fixed for ages to come. You have now of the inhabitants of Kennebunk who have given a
wishes, manifested your desire to have your
It having been determined by a large majority every
(
eP'oach, and «dst every 2
iu
inducement to vOte for Kennebunk in pre Bond to build a Gaok to deprive York of the Parish
judicial courts all located at one place. Il of this county that all the Judicial Courts and j
ference to Alfred except the inconvenience of some or private property which the county heretofore have
now remains wilh you to designate that place, county offices shall be located in one flace ; it on- (
of the couqty officers, which ought not to come in had the use of in that place. This is not true. The
and in doing this you are restricted in your !y remains now for the people to decide by their (competition with the conveniences of the people of obligors to build a Gaol at Kennebunk have never
proposed for the County to c»nvey them property
choice to the towns of Kennebunk and Alfred. votes on next Monday 'where that place shall be, .the county at large.
SACO.
which belongs to individuals. . They ask only for the
Por the Kexn-Divesting yourselves of every prejudice and whether at Alfred -<r Kennebunk. Perhaps if
county to relinquish their right to the Publick proper
---------~ca:O-^O’.«=»--------listening to the dictates of reason and justice, wiil be well to enquire how the courts, or a part
ty whatever it may be. They ask no more and the
Mil. REMICH,
GAOL.
unawed by the frowns, and fearless of the of them, were located at Alfred in the first place.
county is under no obligation to relinquish even this
In thè observations which have appeared i'n the Ga right if it should appear that the publick property at
menaces of the great, the powerful and the It was never done by the voice of the people of
this county- And it ought to be remembered that zette on the court question we believe it has been proved Alfred and York should be more than sufficient to
the
intriguing,
it
is
believed
that
you
can
satisfactorily that a new gaol was unnecessary, provided build a Gaol, as it undoubtedly will be.. As it is well
‘.Vvd‘ - ^agrineda finX*
(
not hesitate which of these towns to prefer. one of the terms of the S. J. Court was located in the
Courts were located .at Kennebunk. ; and that known that most of the publick property of the coun
The people at Kennebunk have generously Kennebunk in the year 1800, upon the report of jif one should be adjudged necessary, the present ty is situated at Alfred, no great value has ever been
t0 beliK'e that it
offered to erect and furnish you with all the a disinterested Committee from the Legislature of public buildings in Alfred and York, would be amply set upon the land and publick buildings which the.
to defray every expense attending its erec county improve at York, a considerabe part of which
:
}>nt«mPtabIe el^tioneering
county buildings, and for that purpose have Massachusetts ; and at that time, the towns of sufficient
tion. Both of these propositions the people of Alfred
>’>t
enquiry 1 am C0A *.
given good and sufficient bonds to a large a- Porter, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburgh, Denmark, 'have invariably depied, and have laboured hard to is known to be private property. .This the Obligors
to build a Gaol at Kennebuuk, do not expect or ask.
^vever humblinganddeW’i mount—so that if the courts should be there East-Andover, Waterford, Albany and many oth
make it appear to'the people, that if the courts should
,
(■'at ! ls to(, true—It is indeed f ' located, it is apprehended that no additional er plantations, which are now in the county of Ox- be
removed here, the'public must expect to be saddled
‘ '»'sideraUon that the character o*' ■expense or increase of taxes will accrue to ford, then belonged to this county, and several of with an expense of erecting a,, jail, not less than ten
■
dollars. We believe now that the people
l”,(;pl'' ‘d Lebanon has become so v J i the county from their removal, but on the those inhabitants joined in petitioning for that term thousand
of the S. J. Court to be removed from Kennebunk will be fully satisfied of the truth of what we have sta
■ Mimation ol our ueigbbours, juS
contrary, whatever may be expended in the to Alfred. The question of that removal was al ted on this Subject. We here present them with a
SATUROJÌY, SElJTE.MU,ER 11. 1824.
b'Hight or sold for any Vvice (
i erection of the Court house and Fire proof,
so agisated several times in the Court of Sessions, good Bond for the erection of a gaol at Kennebunk.
an.lmconsnlerable.-Thats^^ b will be a net gain, as it is now conceded even and as several of the members of the Sessions then And they are now secured against anyexpense arising
TO OUR PATRONS.
entertained by some of our neighb» ■ by our opponents, that the buildings belong lived in the towns north of gt eat Ossipee river, now from the location bf the Courtsin this place. Jt is
It will be noticed by our patrons that most of this
optional with them to give to us the public buildings
pec mg us, cannot be doublet^
ing to the County are worth at least ten thou in the county of Oxford a majority of the Seisions
days
paper
is
devoted to Communications on the Court
on the condition that we erect a gaol, or to dispose of
' «uh induce them to send their J!
sand dollars the sale of which, will afford an weje then in favor of Alfred, and by that means them for tfieir own benefit, ànd put the proceeds into question.—As this is the last paper that will be issued
ample sufficiency for building a goal, and at thq influence of the Court of Sessions v.-as thrown the Treasury for future use.
I.us hither with their promisesanife
prior to said question’s being decided, we flatter our
the same time throw a considerable amount into the scale in favour of the petition for remov
l'-v t<>l>artcr away our rights and J
selves that those of our patrons who have no interest
into your treasury. Whereas should they be ing the court from Kennebunk to Alfred, which
C&Æaie BOMB,
A by js it that our town is cpntirmalhHr
in it, will excuse the trespass we have committed in
continued at Alfred,the county buildings there was effected in 1803, by a small majoriry, after a
ed with more or less of theseviceger^
monopolizing so great a proportion of this days Ga
THKS.E
A! I ret), besetting our habitations, id'' situated having been for a long time in a de hard struggle. But it nevef was the understand SHOW AXX KEH
ents, that we Joseph Thomas, Joseph Storer, zette to that question.—To those who are interested
caying and ruinous state (particularly the ing of the Court of Sessions, or the people at large
disturbing our midnight repose, as
John Hovey and Michael Wise Esquires all of we presume an apology is unnecessary.
that all the Courts should be located at Alfred.
had no minds qr opinions ofourojn gaol,) a continual expense must be the neces
We now submit the question to the decision of the
Kennebunk in the e»unty of York and State of
For after the county of Oxford was set off in 1805,
could consequently be converted w 1 sary consequence and when they became use a majority of the Court of Sessions were in favour
Maine, and Isaac Lord of Effingham in the enlightened citizens of the county, fully confiding in
less
and insufficient which must very soon be
pose or design however base and rtjiH
county of Strafford and State of New-flamp- their wisdom and good sense, in deciding as may ap
the case, thé people of the county must then of having the Courts located in Kennebunk. But
bic ? My prcdelictions were at
shire, Esquire, are holden and stand firmly pear most for the interest of the county at large, and
by ar. agreement between the people of Alfred and
in favour of Alfred, but they haveh i be taxed with an enormous sum for the erec that vicinity, and the people of York and its vi
bound and obliged unto Henry Smith Esq. ir. thus submitting it to the people, we flatter ourselves
ually weakening, and the Ungenerous J [ tion of hew ones.
Treasurer of said county of York, in the sum that on Monday next we shall receive a handsome
cinity, part of the Judicial Courts were to remain
We are aware that the validity of our bonds
of twenty thousand dollars, to be paid to the majority of the votes, for the future location of the
at York, and part were to be holden at Alfred,
principled conduct of the people dAlfe
has been questioned, and from the misrepre
said Henry Smith, or his successor in said office,
and so they have .remained till this term. And
given theni a decided impulse ajainsl;
Courts in Kennebunk.
sentations which have been made respecting now, because part of the Courts have been helden
for the use of the said county of York. To
And I do hope that there is still remaii
them, it may be that the minds of some »ay at Alfred several years, it does not follow from
the which payment well and truly to be made,
Lebanon spirit and energy eum^V
he still wavering with doubt. If there be any 'that circumstance, that all the Courts and County
we bind ourselves, our heirs executors and ad CORRUPTION ^T LEBANON
every thing, from whatever quarfeii
such,we ask them to refer to these bonds, & beg Offices should be located there, any more than that
ministrators, firmly by these presents. Seal
come, which might have a tendency H
In’the last Star it is said that two
them to read theip with all the scrutiny and they should all be located at York, where they
ed with cur seals. Dated the first day of Sep
from their independance and stalk
criticism which they can possibly call into have been holden much longer.—But in fixing on
tember, in the year of our Lord, one thousand depositions are received and one from
that the result of our-election on M4
IO11 1Vk
................
exercise, rtHU
and „then
let them . say,
if they can a plaee for the permanent location of the Courts
eight hundred and twenty four.
Ebenezer Pierce denying the truth of
will afford a conclusive demonstrate
discover aught in them, which savours either and County Offices, many considerations are to be
THE Condition of this Obligation is the certificate published in oùr paper
frtd U'ilh all her wealth, and^f«ta¡l ■of deception or imposition, and if not satisfied taken into view, besides the mere centre of the ter
never purchase a single vote oj Ltbanat, I with this, we request them to notice the sign ritory of the county ; although as it respects that, such, that 'W'EEEiB.EJISj by a resolve of the of last week signed by John Rankins.
Leban ox, September 8, 1824, 11 ers of these bonds, and we challenge them to Alfred is not the centre ; for the inhabitants of the Legislature of the sai4 State of Maine, the people We have received a letter from a re
of the county of York are on the second Monday
select a single individual from among them towns of Kittery and Elliot, a part of South Ber of September current to give in their votes on the spectable gentleman stating, “ we can
F»r the Kennebunk Gàzet
whose character is not proverbial for honesty wick, and the greatest part of York, are at r, great question “ Shall ail the Judicial Courts and coun prove by the most satisfactory author
and integrity, and whose name has ever been er distance from Alfred^ than Parsonsfield. which ty offices be located at Alfred or Kennebunk ?” ity—that Pierce did say that the whole
Mr. Remich,
js associated with baseness, faction, confederacy is in the extreme upper corner of the couuty. As if a majority of the said votes on said day shall be
of that certificate was true—that if he
1 have been a constantreaderofMI
or intrigue, and if still unconvinced, we invite it respects the centre of inhabitants, Kennebunk is in favor of the location at said Kennebunk, and in
paper since its establishment, andiind«, them to an examination of the characters of about as near as Alfred ; and as all the back part consequence thereof, the Legislature of the said should sign it, it would make a noise
matter contained in it concemjlhelwj, the authors of these fabricated reports, and of the county that is suitable for fat ms is nearly all State of Maine shall pass an Act that all the Ju in the neighbourhood—that he should
of the courts for the county olid. 11 (|ien fejj us ¡f their memories can point out a taken up, it is probable that the inhabitants will dicial Courts and County Offices shall be located vote for Alfred, but despised the
C alculations arc made on thee« single plot or stratagem, a single instance of increase faster on the sea board than in the coun at said Kennebunk ; and if the inhabitants of the means they were making use of to get
the relative increase of the population» political chicanary or juggling that has ever try, as m^ny w.ill settle on small house 'ot3 near the said county of York shall give unto us the said Jo votes.
county, together with the centreohW occurred in this County, in which these gen- sea, for carrying on various occupations, which seph Thomas, Joseph Storer, John Hovey, Mi
Lord, the son, Aas not denied the
sent population ; but notwiilistanilind | tJemen have not borne a conspicuous part, qannot be done in the country.-—And as to the chael Wise and Isaac Lord, our heirs or assigns, a
efforts of the disguised “ O8sipee”lta|
y0U fm-ther to look at their motives travel, it is well known that lhe roads center at good and sufficient deed of all the right and title truth of Rankins statement, and the
Kennebunk from all parts of the county, and there of said county to the present court house, fire-proof person who left the money has said that
unable ¡to concur with the writer h for thus tampering with and insulting your un
the business from all the back towns centers ; and
ion. But every man who is acquaint
derstandings, trace them through their whole by far the greatest part of the people of the coun building and gaol in Alfred, and to all the land it was no worse to buy votes with rum
under and adjoining the same, and also the court than with public buildings.
the travelled road in the county rautt
course and follow them in ail their progress ty can travel and send to Kennebunk m»ch easier
house in York and the land under and adjoining
siblc that the business of tb*
from the commencement of this subject to ils and oftener than,to Alfred, where they generally
the
same, on or before the first day of July eigh
at
Kennebunk M. I present period, and when they ted you that have little or no business.
concentrate
more f
"
Besides, the roads are teen hundred and twenty five, and of the gaol
coitccini iuv- iuuiv
............
TO correspondent^.
'
and the farmers of the
j neither abuse nor slander or malevolence, nor not so direct from aJl parts of the county to Al in York aforesaid and the land under and ad
We are unavoidably under the necessity of 0¡been taught by a hard lesson, the W • any unjustifiable or ungenerous expressions fred as they sre to Kennebunk ; and if all the joining the same, on or before the first day of July mitting a great number of Communications on the
oi uriiis
tago of
being ccompelled tom shall constitute any part of their discussion, Courts are located at Alfred, the people in various eighteen hundred and twenty-seven ; Then if we Court and Presidential questions. We are oblig
di swamps and over hillotoWW I mark whether their assertions are corres- towns will be continually burdened and harrassed the said Joseph Thomas, Joseph Storer, Michael ed to them for their favors, and regret that we
through
- avarice
“f
and
’W- |. pondent with truth and fact. Read’over their with the expences of making new roads in almost
pride and avarice of
of any
any NvjWise, Isaac Lord and John Hovey shall procure have not room to lay them before t he publick in
:
Respecting the picture oithe « J last hand bill, and designate if you can a single every direction to 'and from Alfred ; whereas if a good and sufficient deed in fee to the said coun this days paper.
! it annears very well, andhm Wt M paragraph that is not contaminated with scur the Courts are located in Kennebunk, they will ty of York of a suitable piece of land in said Ken
! that the Kennebunk PcoPleWlll.k’^ I rility and false invective. Call to mind the only have to keep the present roads in repair. As
nebunk, not less than one half of an acre, and shall
Ointuarg.
to buihlsuch anotiewtaj many trivial stories and the mean and de it respects the expences of public buildings, the cause to be erected thereon fpr the use of said
grading artifices to which they have resorted people of Kennebunk have subscribed very liber county of York as its sole and absolute property,
DIED.
—
Jn
Saco,
Sept. 5, Mr. Moses Jacobs in
and consider the means which they are now ally, for that purpose, and have actually given suf within two years from the time appointed by law the 54th year of his age.
Using to purchase your votes, yes to take from ficient bonds and lodged the same with the county for the location of the said courts and county offi
',fXnt-en1rtl.er^r^|
Treasurer, for building a brick Court House, Fire ces in said Kennebunk, a suitable Gaol and Gaol
you one of your dearest and most valuable
Proof, and a sufficient Stone Jail, and to have the House, for the safe keeping of Prisoners and the
SHIP
privileges—the right of expressing your own
same completely finished, withont expences to the accommodation of the Gaoler, of the following
opinion, and when yon have done this con
PORT OF KENNEBUNK.
is decided.
is proper tha *
county, provided the Courts and County Offices description : viz. The House to be thirty-eight
compare are located in Kennebunk. These new buildings
pjauC SOe8tl(1
UW ulG
LI1V two
iwu places, vuiupaiu
fora>U.»hout^be^M
Ji ' trast the eligibility of the
’’¡jo'uid be setttf
their general convenience and fitness for the will last for ages with very little repairs ; and a feet long and twenty-five feet wide, two stories
ENTERED.
to expense S1
s *^
high, with an entry way t« pass through near the
. .. •ii.jflj ¿ii.j.wq ¡n contemplation and see if you can
Stytemler, 4—Brig Clarissa, Piper, from Bre
brick Court House will be much more comfortable middle of the building : The Gaol part for pris
It ....
|,as
been saui
sa d tW»X tf J ^nscientiously
¡,
’ been
gjve y()Ur. vote yor Allred,
men,
51
d.ays
;
brig
Eyder, 13 days from Balti
than a wooden one, it will be warmer in winter oners to be built with Stone containing three apart
because it is stated J^|earnfrom To you farmers and to you who inhabit the
more.
with much less fuel, aud cooler in summer. But
county cost SfiOOlk .
n Q^dcostSji interior part of the county this question is if the Courts are located in Alfred, the inhabitants merits, each, to be not less than thirteen feet by
Sailed, July 16th. in company with ship Colsmthe jjai . ^aflisiRlj
inter will be continually taxed to keep the old buildings twelve feet, with a suitable chimney and fire-places, bus, Lovett, and Brig William, Ring, both of Bos
rect source that tue
u»i peculiarly important. Is not your interwith iron doors and iron grates. The other part
and that
coarse and your trade with Kennebunk of there in repair, and before many years, they will
ton, and bound for Gottenburg.
anil
mat is
iw more
H*"«- expeas„
of the House to be built of wood, and to contain
York. ’I"’l’ris—
1?nra
,e"lk._a
Spoke, July 28. Cape La Hague, bearing 8»
«mp.n
o gtatcPffl'l much greater value and of much greater im- be compelled to build a new Jail, and perhaps a
at least two rooms in the lower story, and three
..„eircdadeadlystr^^
■s’•■‘“it
»j-• is- with Alfred,
.ir -i. js
adly str° ||)6 convicHI portancelthan
new Court House there, at great expence.—Anoth rooms in the upper story, with a chimney and fire S. W 4 leagues, Ship Marcus, Drew, Duxbury,
■reeled“ lor
rfj' great part of your surplus produce
product and your er consideration, which is a very important one, is places, with a cellar under the same, with a prop 48 hours from Antwerp, bound for St. Ubes.
nA
been lately iw,e
1» o>»!>
state, so that conn ^¿ecM8ne»»>l|
lumber brought hither, and is not this the the place where thje people can get boarded and er number of doors and windows, with a roof
PKOBA VE NOTICE.
few cases except fol
tlityt»« place where for its exchange you get no in accommodated in the best and cheapest manner over the whole building. All to be built in a
charSed
„«d»11' ' considerable part of your money ? Have you while attending the courts. On this head there strong and substantial workman-like manner, and York, ss. At a Court of Probate held at Alfred*
trial ; and as on. d^i»^
Dot ever found your dealers here men of hon cannot be a doubt, Alfred not being a place of finished off in a plain style, within two years as
•within and for said County, on the sixth day of'Sept
ember A. D. 1824paper is to bede'ote t
esty and integrity and in whom you might much trade, it can never be expected that its popu aforesaid after the Judicial Courts and County
HEREAS Caleb Ford, Jun. administrator of the
lation can increase much, near the present Court Offices shall be established at Kennebunk, then
|„,ped that .twill I »«» jnJre,i^ place the most implicit confidence.
estate of Robert Ford, late of Berwick, in
House.
It
is
true
that
Judgesand
Officers
of
the
[
Have you not found the people of Kennethis obligation to be void and of none effect: Oth
ish the number of ■ ■
said county, yeoman, deceased, has this day pre
Court
can
get
well
boarded
at
Alfred,
but
they
erwise,
if
the
law
shall
be
passed
locating
the
said
pe,;si.ejailunnece«..(Ms.lcrei(
vl|eip bunk, generally, kind, hospitable,
j, generous,
sented
the
second account of his administration of said
iC0„tfacl'4courteous
and humane? Have you ever dis- have to fay for it. But the houses of accommo Courts and County Offices in said Kennebunk, estate, for allowance.
Therefore it "['^¡„(erosttow»
11“
'tlieCo<| covered in them any thing that could induce dation near the Court House are few, and Jurors, and the deeds of the said buildings shall be so giv
ORDERED, that the said administrator notify all
Witnesses and Parties, who are obliged to attend en by tha said inhabitants to the said obligors on persons interested to appear at this court to be holden
er«‘ii'’nofajail by
1« t->.
.«nckV V
Voil
tn believe
hnliPvn that
thuf they
tliAV w"oul<I
vvniihf wilfully,
wi!hil!v' and
anil
Court from necessity, cannot be accommodated
at Kennebunk, on the first Monday of October next, by
y“u •Do you withont travelling a considerable distance, neither or before the said times within mentioned, this :causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
.obligation is to be in full force and virtue.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
^:Xitexpe^ot^T|„ceAheyare8eco„dip
' or civility or benev- can they afford to pay for board at the rate that is Sealed and delivered
JOSEPH THOMAS. three weeks successively ; prior to the said first Mon
4hey are second to the people of Alfred? commonly charged in the vicinity of the Court
JOSEPH STORER. (day of October next : that they may then and
And can you then, when not only your own House, whereas if the Courts are located in Ken
PUTNAM HARTSHORN,“) ' JOHN HOVEY ,
.there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why
interest, but that of the county also requires nebunk, all those who have business at the Courts, nath’l. m. TOWLE, j MICHAEL WISE. ,
the said account should not be allowed.
tie location of the courts here, refuse to give can have their choice of places of accommodation
JONAS CLARK, fudge.
ISAAC LORD.
us your vote, or will you suffer yourselves to within a short distance, and at a cheap rate.
A true Copy. Attest,
Y
ork
,
ss
.
—
Alfred,
Seft.
3d,
1824.
—
I
hereby
be fettered by prejudice, or to be shackled by
GEO.
THAGHER,
These are substantia land qowerful reasons for
bU'?0«r Correspond«'
September 10, £824*
the false prumists and vain flatteries of that locating all the courts and county officea at Ken-' certify that Jotham Parkins and Willum W,

r
LOnl SaC0> it C n
-j andwuh more facility
t to Kfennebunk-Port to ¿* 7
□
h ?re
own intel
defraud them of their ■ V’^'tious'
l never tamely eyffer ¿J T^‘

Bellow Citizens or York County.
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THE HOUR OF DEATH.
Leaves have their time to fall,
And flowers to wither at the North wind s oreath,
And stars to set—but all,
Thou hast all seasons for thme own, oh Death ’
Day is for mortal care,
Eve for glad meetings round the joyous hearth,
Night for the dreams of sleep, '< he voice of prayer,
But all for thee, thou Mightiest of the Earth !

The banquet lias its hour,
Its feverish hour of mirth, and song, and wine ;
There comes a day for Grief’s oe’rwhelming power>
A time for softer tears—but all are thine !

Youth and the opening rose
May look like things too glorious for decay ;
And smile at thee! —but thou art not of those
That wait the ripen’d bloom to seize their prey.
Leaves have their time to fall,
And flowers to whither at the North-wind’s breath ;
And stars to set—but all, _
Thou hast all seasons for thine own, oh, Death !

We know when moons shall wane,
When summer-birds frqm Lr shall cross the sea.
When autumn’s hue shall tinge the golden grain—
But who shall teach us when to look for thee ?

Is it when spring’s first galea
Come forth to whisper where the violets life ?
Is it when roses in our paths gtow pale ?
They have one season—all are ours to die ?
Thou art where billows foam,
Thou art where music melts upon the air ;
Thou art around us in oiir peaceful home,
And the world calls us forth—and thou art there I
Thou art where friend meets friend,
Beneath the shadow of the elm to rest ;
Thou art where foe meet, foe, and trumpets rend
The skies, and swords beat down the princely crest.

Leaves have their time to fall,
And-flowers to wither at the North-wind's breath,
And stars to set—but all.
Thou hast«// seasons for thine own, oh. Death !
♦
New Monthly Mag,

Mise ella væous.
AGRICULTURE.
Agi’icultnre ought to be < Sassed atnong the
liberal arts and sciences ; for there is none
which has a stronger tendency to liberalize
the minds and affections of its professors,—
noue which more liberally rewards the labor
of attainment—none more consistent with
honor, morality and religion. Agriculture
teaches man to cultivate the moral fields of
nature, as well as to
“tread the swampy heath,
Fierce with sharp spade the tremulous peat beneath ;
With colters bright the rushy sward bisbct,
And in now vains the gushing rills direct.—
So flowers shall rise in purple light arrayed ;
And blossom’d orchards strech their silver shade ;
Admiring globtfs their amber ears unfold,
And labor sleeps amid the waving gold.”
NEW ZEALAND CANNIBALS.
In the Sultana from London arrived Mr. Joseph
Price, of Wilmington, Del. who was one of the
crew of the brig Gen. Gates, of Boston. He fur
nishes the following account of the capture and
butchery of most of the boat’s crew landed on the
coast of New Zealand.
“ Sailed from Hobart town, Vap Dieman,s
Land, Aug. 10, 1821, and on the 21st myself and
5 others, viz. Thomas Youter of London ; James
Webster ; William Rawson of N. London ; Wm.
Smith, and James West, both of New-York, were
landed on the coast of New-Zealand, in a whale
boat with provisions, for the purpose or procuring
Seal Skins.
“ In six weeks we procured 3563 Skins, and
the llth of October we were taken by the natives
of New-Zealand between 10 & 11 o’clock at night
They sat fire to our huts, burnt our skins, and the
provisions we had left. They tied our hands be
hind our backs and we were marched by them to
Lookinglass bay which was upwards of 150 miles.
During the whole of this time we had nothing to
eat but roasted fish which the natives subsist on
themselves,—Thence to sandy bay which is better
than 200 miles ;—when we arrived here, there
w as a tribe of savages who took us before their
Kiug and Queen ; and the moment we were bro’t
before them John Router, of London, was order
ed to be killed. They tied him to a tree, and
two Savages one before and another behind him,
with a club each, knocked him on the head.—
They then cut off his head and buried it ; the rest
of the body these inhuman people deposited in a
kind of oven, under ground, and roasted it as a
person would roast an animal.—of this they gave us
to eat, and having nothing $lse we partook of it,
which tasted very much like roasted pork. Con
sider, dear reader, what a state our mind must be
in at these awful moments. They tied the re
maining five of us to a tree with fifty to guard us.
The next day James Webster was killed and roast
ed ; the day after this William Rawson, of NewLondon, was killed and roasted.; and the follow
ing day William Smith of N. York, shared the
fate of his unhappy companions. On the next
day, from what we could understand by the Chief,
James west', qf New-York was to die ; but fortu
nately for us, the night previous to his intended
fate, a heavy squall rosetffrora the east with rain,
thunder and lightning which so frightened the na
tives that they all ran away towards the wear, ma
king such a yelling noise as I never heard before,
leaving ys under the tree. We now untied each
other, and walked away towards the beach where
our boat was lying, which was about seven miles,
as nigh as we could guess. We now found our
boat, two oars, and the steer-oar, with her mast

and sails, At the joy of finding our boat, I tho’t
I was so strong as to carry her myself ; we imme
diately launched her into the surf, and happy for
us that Providence directed us to depart so soon as
we did ; for we were not thirty yards from the
beach when 700 of the New Zealanders came in
search of us. We were in the boat three dafys,
having nothing to eat, wbzn we were picked up
by brig Maquary, Capt. White, belonging to Sid
ney, New South Wales, where we landed on the
10th day of November, 1821.—Thence 1 sailed
in English ship Admiral Cockburn to the Isle of
France
thence in the ship Julia-Ann, of Cal
cutta, to London. West was left in Sidney Hos
pital, sick.”
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MILITARY GOODS. OIL STONES.
MUSTARD, $c.

HE President and Directors of the Merchants’
Insurance Company, in Boston, inform tl-ne
BARNABAS PALMER,
public that their Capital Stock is 7hree-hundred Thou,
TITAS for sale a general assortment of Military sand Dollars, is all paid in, and invested according to
1.I3- Goods, such as Swords, Epauletts, Guns, law—that they continue to make Insurance against
Pistols, Plumes, Cords, Lace, Braids, Buttons, &c. &c. Fite, as expressed in their policies, for sumsnot ex.
He has also on hand a quantity of Hindoston Oil ceeding thirty thousand dollars On a risk.
Stones suitable for Hones, and tools ofall descriptions.
Proposals for Insurance may be made verbally, or
The Stones are warranted equal if not superior to any in writing. No particular form is necessary to be ob
Turkey Stone, imported into this country. Mustard served, but the applicant should give sLch a descrip.
for families use, and a general assortment of English tiqn of the premises to be insured, and such informa
and West India Goods may be found at his store, — tion as may be necessary to enable the Company to
He receives in payment Corn, Grain, Butter, Pork, make a just computation of the risk.
and nearly all kinds of Country produce.
The circumstances that most generally affect the
Kennebunk, August' 20, 1824.
PUBLISHED BY
risk, are the size and height of the building ; the
number of fires kept therein ; the materials of which
the
walls
of
the
buildings
are
composed
;
the
materials
CELIBACY.
in,:
of which the roof is composed; low occupied;
A bachelor bemoaning the uncomfortabh
CÍ W“paperi<!isCOn,i
"
whether connected with other buildings, or separate;
prospect of celibacy, aad comparing the res
O be sold at Public Auction, to the highest bid what other bailings are in the vicinity, so near as to
_ ~
.
israges are paidpective happiness of a married and single
der, on Tuesday the 21st day of September increase the risk, and what the facility with which
engines, ladders and water may be obtained in case of
next, on the premises, at one o’clock in the afternoon
life exclaimed-*-*4 What can make the biltei
cup of a bachelor’s life go down ?” and in the a Farm, situated in Biddeford, near the road leading fire- ,
jigSiiGSOVS.
Some of these facts may be best communicated by
from Alfred to Saco, containing about one hundred
same tone by way of self condplcnt response, acres of good Land, one half of which is under culti a plan, which may be easily sketched from memory,
observed—a-las ! a las !
by
any
person
acquainted
with
the
premises,
with
vation, with a convenient two story dwelling House,
sufficient accuracy to give an idea of the relative size,and out buildings all of which are fa good repair.
.. »must be the mind of that person
Also—From 15 to 20 tons of good English Hay, 12 situation and connexion of the buildings.
’ fKiO’c lie mU3t have contc’n|),.i1
Where Insurance is wanted on several buildings, it
Head of Stock, 20 Sheep, together with all the farm
is necessary to State how much is wanted on each.
ing Utensils belonging to. said Farm.
i 1 r « wtocan suspect, that it,s
th
The Company insure any sum on a building, or
Conditions.—A third to be paid down, and a liberal
credit will be given tor the rest, with Notes, and ap property not exceeding the full value of the destruc
I 5 ferWksofbenevok-rttnHeo
table interest at hazard. They prefer however, to inproved security.
SMITH & PORTER.
every where around us ? What
sure something less than the full value.
TIMOTHY M’lNFIRE.
.Have for Sale
! Xcf beauty and ornament.« poure
Insurance
may
be
made
on
any
kind
of
property
Biddeford, August 27, 1824for accourit of the owner, and the policy assigned to
ion
the
face of nature ? what a magn.fi
100 Bls. superfine and fine FLOUR.
any other person as collateral security with the Corti150 Bls. and half bls. No.' i & i Mackerel!.
«taelepresented to the view of man
pany
’s consent, or the loss may be made payable to
10 Hhds.N. E. RUM.
' /awietpf objects set before him t
O be sold by virtue of a license from the Supreme any other person, when the policy is made.
Ken tebunk, September 3, 1824.
Contingent interests may be insured, being describ
¡His senses, to employ his understand
Judicial Court, on Monday the twenty-seventh
ed as such ; as property mortgaged, or on which ad
day of September next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
¿ntertain bis imagination, to cheer am
on the premises, all the real estate of Elizabeth Ap vances have been made, or responsibilities incurred.—
deohis
heart.' Indeed, the very existence
pleton, a minor and daughter of Joseph Appleton, Furniture and Household Goods, as well as Buildings
late of Hollis, deceased. Said estate consists of and Merchandize, may be insured. The Premium is ] Averse is a standing memorial of th
■
of the Creator. For nothing, ex
of all the homestead farm of said deceased, lying in paid in cash, on receipt of the policy. The Loss is
said Hollis,excepting what was assigned to his wid paid in cash, in thirty days after proof.
goodness couid originally promp crea
FEW Bottles of the first quality for Sale by
The proof required is such as shall be reasonable,
ow as her dower.
The Supreme Being, self-existent an
GREENOUGH, BOD WELL, & Co. ALSO—About forty acres of land lying in said according to the nature and circumstances of the case 2 j fc'ent,
had no wants which he coul
September 3, 1824.
Hollis, and bounded on the -south-east by land of John and if the parties cannot agree as to what is reasonable
fo supply. No new accession of fclicit
Hazelton and John Dennett on the N. E. by land of proof, it is to be submitted to reference, or determined
Ellis B. Usher, on the N W. by a highway and land by law, as the person insured shall prefer.
orj was to result to him, from creature
In Fire Insurance the Company pay all Josses, how
of Mark Dresser jr. and on the S. W. by Cook’s
lhemade. It was goodness, communi
ever small, and they pay the whole loss, provided it
brook so called.
ij>and pouring itself forth, goodness de
Conditions made known at the time and place of do! not exceed the sum insured, whether the prop
A FAMILY HORSE for sale, which will be
iu| to impart happiness in all its lorn
erty
be
fully
insured
or
not.
sale.
sold low, if applied for immediately.
The expense of Insurance on the safest class of
ft the beginning created the heave
SAMUEL HOPKINSON, Guardian.
Inquire of the Printer.
brick
buildings
in
Boston,
is
55
cents
to
insure
S100
August 25» »824.
iearth. Hence those innumerable 01
for a year, $2 50 per annum to insure 1000.
hiving creatures with which the ear1
On the safest class of wooden bnildings, such is
JUST PUBLISHED,
pled ; from the lowest class of sensiti
Dwelling Houses standing alone, occupied by one
family and not liable to be burned by another build I, to the highest rank of reason and i
THE
ing, the premium is haf per cent per annum.
ace.—Wherever there is life, there
ANTED fifteen thousand feet of hemlock
CC&UMEXA2? SPEX-ZaiHG 30« :
On the class of brick buildings above mentioned, it
fcgree of happiness ; there are enjo
plank 12 or 16 feet long, 4 inches thick en ON A NEW, EASY, AND ENTERTAINING PEAN. requires the premiums of Four Hundred years to pay
quire of
NATHANIEL JEFFERDS.
¡suited to the different powers of feeling
a loss. On the class of wooden buildings, it requires
By S. W. COLE.
Kennebunk, August 2(1, i8»4.
arth.and air am! water, are with ma
the premiums of Two Hundred years, and this is ore
Extract of a Letter from Rev. Dr. Payson, of the suppositon that there will be no partial losses dur
«/liberality made to teem with life.—
ing the time ; but a considerable portion of the pre
Portland to the Author.
fee striking displays of creating goo(
“ I have examined the Columbia^ Spelling miums will be required to pay partial losses.
lall furtli, on our part, responsive Iovi
It appears evident therefore that the premiums de
hide, and veneration. To this grea
HP HE proprietors and owners of certain lots of Book, with some attention, and atn much pleased manded on these risks are very moderate.
if of all existence and life, to Him wht
land, lying and situated in Lyman, are here with it. It appears to be well adapted to feciliFor risks of a more hazardous nature, the premi
by informed that the same is taxed in the Tax bill tate the task of the instructer, and the progress of um is increased in proportion to the augmentation of
raised us up to behold the light of day,
committed to me, the subscriber to collect for the the pupil. I think it deserves, and doubt not that the hazard.
»enjoy all the comforts which his world
The conditions on which this Company insure, are
it will obtain, admission into our schools.”
year 1822, and is as follows
let our hearts send forth a perpetual
believed to be as favorable and convenient to the as
MATTHEW WHIDDEN,
SI 73
From Rev. Thomas Jameson, Preceptor of Ef sured, as they can be made, consistently with a due , lofpraise. Evening and morning let us
bounded by land of Benjamin Whidden and.
regard to the interests and security of the Institution.
fingham, (N. H. J Academy.
rate Him, who maketb the morning and
Thomas Clark, and will be sold) on Monday,
The Company continue to make Insurance on Ma
“ With much pleasure, 1 have examined the
feing to rejoice over our heads; who
4th October next, on the premises.
Columbian Spelling Book. In my opinion rine Risks as heretofore, for sums not exceeding Z/vr- 1
hand and satisjielh the desire ofeveHeirs of ROBERT SWANSON,
S2 72
the work is excellent. The matter in general is ty ’Thousand Dollars on a risk.
thing. Let us rejoice that we are
Per order,
MOSES L. HALE, Sec'y.
lying by the County road, leading from good, and its arrangement is superior to any work
M into a world, which is the production
Grant’s hill to the new Meeting House, and that I have seen of the kind. I think it well aTHE Subscriber having been appointed
»itegoodness, over which a supreme inbounded by land of John Grant and William dapted to the capacities of children, and would Agent of the Merchants Insurance Company for the
J
presides; and where nothing banWarrep, and will be sold the 5th of October cheerfully recommend it to the patronage of an en purpose of making Insurance against Fire, will receive J
next, on the premises.
proposals from those in Kennebunk and the neigbour- 1 pt was not planned and arranged from
lightened public.”
•jmniiig, in his decree.-— Blair.
ing towns, who may wish to insure property.
Heirs of Christopher Gillpatrick, 0 93
From I. IF Bourne, Preceptor of the Academy
BENJAMIN SMITH.
bounded by the road on Lyman and Hollis
in Kennebunk.
Kennebunk,
Aug,
13,
1824.
line, leading from Jonathan Hearings to Lim
amodern ibacle
An attentive and careful examination of the
erick road, and will be sold on Wednesday
a|,pcare(1 in t|,e Nortolk
the 6th day of October next, on the prem Columbian Spelling 'Book, its method and
All we shall say i,
arrangements, authorize me in saying, that in my
ises.
sin«,hc daj.s
opinion, it is as well calculated to facilitate the
Notice is therefore given that unless said taxes
and all necessary charges are paid on or before the progress of youth as any book of the kind with
NTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HEN
day specified for the sale of said land as above sta which I am conversant, and as such I cordially
9!” 8'")'«. at a Camp Meltine
RY JAMES.—An approved remedy for Dysted, so much of said land will be sold at Public recommend it to the patronage of the public.
peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness. and
a.’lSie,‘Island, August 15. ,824
I.
W.
BOURNE.
Piles.
Auction, to the highest bidder, as will raise a
From the Rev. Nath. II. Fletcher, pastor of
It is well known that Dyspeptia is one of the
sum sufficient to discharge the same.
most frequent diseases of our country. Its com
*n, was X
ag<>’ anli a “»>•
the Congregational Society in Kennebunk.
JOHN ROBERTS, Collector.
Lyman, September 2, 1824.
The Columbian Spelling Book con mencement is indicated in different patients by vari
’!>bo«H8.>ciwk,eJeninS "fll‘C 15111
ous symptoms, of which the most remarkable ate—
*G»d, X f»0Arate,1<in^v
tains a good classificatidn of words, and a ju
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositiveness»
dicious division of then» into syllables. Its headach, commonly called nervous or sick headacb,
^llll 8llinin/i
Uce beca,«e too
method and its matter are both well adapted yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the stom
product
eyes to Saze
ach
after
eating,
often
called
heart
burn,
flatulence
”g! hem"8!»wlul feel.
piO'R sale by the subscriber a yoke of five years old to tbefcapacities of children; I would there or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth ire
fore
recommend
it
to
the
publick
«s
proper
to
Oxen-, which have never been injured by bad u••ftlie sun Uh
I l cs'mllle|l the rethe morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner,
sage—any person wishing to purchase a yoke of good be used in our schools.
i*’1'
ft«
‘ Cl°“d‘ The
debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits,
cattle will please call on the subscriber.
N. H. FLETCHER.
'"’»My anSJd I'“ 8Pace"f40
&c.
JOHN WEBBER.
Piles being connected with indigestion and cosi
The Columbian Spelling Book, is sold,
nrinSWllicl‘,iln«
Kennebunk, August 6,1824wholesale and retail at the Book Stores of James tiveness are certainly and speedily removed by the
ami . eSp,,ke ai“1«K. Remich. Kennebunk ; Isaac Adams, Wm. Pills.
c „ '“’'"'y flings.
Persons afflicted with any of the above symptoms,
Hyde, and D. C. Poole, Portland ; Parker Shel are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a rem
W faceVsn' i" ■nM Kradaally
don, Gardiner ; William M. Ladd, Augusta ; edy well worth their attention, and entitled to the®
r. th« «'HtirofthiJ ’ natural aPWilliam Hastings, Watterville ; and by J. & R. entire confidence.
"f the c re^aPgra|lh was
Gardner, Hallowell.
Sold by JOHN LILLIE,
t'*il»BiShl he nef
tanCe ab,,VC
. July, 23, 1824.

T

Public Auction

T

Flour, Mackerell, eV N.
hum.

Guardians9 Sale.

T

Cayenne Pepper, and Pepper
Sauce.

Horse jor Sale.

Notice.

W

Collector s Notice,

F

.

Valuable Medicine.

A

Oxen Jor Sale.

I

iciiMVEuureK

Flaxseed,
"IMfHEATON’S noted Itch Ointment, which has
stood the test of all other ointment, and
“ ’
which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box is
now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
Also—Doct. Davenport’s BILIOUS PILLS.
For the time these Pills have been offered to the
public, the sales of them have exceeded the most
sanguine expectations of the proprietor, which may
be fairly considered an acknowledgment of their
many virtues.
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken
nebunkby J, LILLIE—in Kennebunk-Port by Doct.
J^ N. Langdon—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dover
by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
and Boston, and by some- persons in the principle
towns from Maine to Georgia.
Also—Wheaton’s well known JAUNDICE
BITTERS, for sale as above.
Kennebunk, March j, 18.23.

HE Subscriber will pay a fair price for one or two
He also continues

Bushels of Flaxseed.
Thundred
to give the higest price for,

Mustard Seed.

August 22, 1823.

Commissioners9 Notice.

E the subscribers being appointed by ths
Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge of Probate for
and wishes to take a few hundred pounds of good
Butter for which a fair price will be given in exchange the County of York, Commissioners to receive andexamine
the claims of the creditors to the estate of
for goods.
BANABAS PALMER.

W

JOHN HILL,

Boards Wanted»
/A ASH, at a fair price on delivery, will be paid
for about 20 thousand feet of first rate mer
chantable boards, well seasoned, to be used imme
diately in repairing tfie brick stora lately burned
in this place.
JOHN OSBORN & CO.
Kennebunk, July 20, 1824.

.”ll*rtal eves and 7 e?Pec,e(IVe^’Heh would
S,,ea
de-

/Lilian. Whilp. ^0,1d the abili*’"'»»l>»vodewhrU 7e "““aided in
M’,8,lewa8«ee"

late of Hollis, in said county Yeoman, deceased, rep
resented insolvent, and six months from the twelfth
day of July instant being allowed for the creditors to
bring in and prove their claims, hereby give notice»
that we shall attend for that purpose at the hou?e of
George Dennet, in Hollis, on the first Saturday of Sep
tember and November, and on the twelfth day of Jan
uary next, from two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
STEPHEN HOPKINSON, J
GEORGE DENNET.
Hollis, July 20, iSja-

___ JOHN bayu:

4”- |idwuXv’p,','''e"tsin-

'<J?ch«acter SJ lssa'<lthat

rXRE
111^1
ke a just computation7of tSS til£ %:
Giecncunmancesih.t 2" rlskl
are the size and ilT61 8ener5ilnL '
uber of fires kept thetin
the Uili >

Gaiette
Vol.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1824.

nately upon the virtuous and the vicious :
that the fairest imputation is often blighted by
walls of the buildings areinm niiierials A :
its pestilential breath ; and that the happi
wl>ich the roof
^
pose(i! litn?
PUBLISHED BY
ness of families and the peace of neighbour
ether connected with oXT'tl"
JAMES K. REMICH.
at other bailings are in £
J
hoods is destroyed by its baneful influence.—
—e the risk,^Hat thT?’
Conditions—§1 50 per annum, if paid in the But who is it that causes this mighty havoc in
course of the year. And no papers discontinued until society ?—Bhysician, heal thyself.

KENNDBVNK GAZETTE.

all arrearages are paid.

BENE5r0LENTA4 FECTIONS.

Ian. winch mayte 3,^

To treat the frailties of our fellow-creat ures
with tenderness, to correct their errors with
their vices
with |HIJ
pity,, (K V)
to i<l
in
. kindness, to
LU view
HtW HIGH
V ¡Lvd WlUt
GOODNESS OF THE CREATOR.
duce by every friendly attention a mutual com-n> ’«chowmiiySSi
Malignant must be the mind of that person ; ! placency & good will, is not only an important
1 he Company insure 8ny sun
S
With a distorted eye he must have contempla- ! moral duty, but a mean of increasing the sum of
ted creation, who can suspect, that it is not the | earthly happiness. Itisindee 1 difficult to prevent
production of infinité benignity, and goodness. ’ an honest mind from bursting forth with genere something less than the fR"
&
How many clear marks of benevolent inten- ’ ous indignation against those artful hypocrites
accountcHhe^wne^Tdihe 2? 2?
ündof^ ^¡on appear every where around us ? What a Î who, by specious and plausable practices, ob' epohéva«,»... I profusion of beauty and ornament is poured J tain the .«.o«
false character of being wise
o’^cr-Person as collateralsecuniymu^
«.w and
>y s■ consent, or the loss may be made
1
on l^ie ^ace
nature? what a magnifi- ! good, and obtrude their flimsey and hetero’ontfnF^00’ wilen ^e policy is made.^1 ’ cent spectacle presented to the view of man ? 1 dox opinions upon the unthinking world, as
What a variety of objects set before him to ! the fair and genuine sentiments of truth and
“«ha« beeS'Z1’ ”M,8’8'd' “««I
gratify his senses, to employ his understand virtue.
ing, to entertain his imagination, to cheer and
The anger which arises in a generous mind,
I Merchandize, may be insured. TbePrJ
gladden his heart! Indeed, the very existence on hearing a noble action calumniated, or an
d m cash, on receipt of the policy. The j
of the universe is a standing memorial of the useful wbrk illiberally attacked, is not easily
Jin cash, in thtrly day, after proofi
11
goodness of the Creator. For nothing, ex restrained ; But such feelings should be
Che proof required is such asshall be red
cept goodness could originally promp crea checked and regulated with a greater degree
, . mgt0 the nature and circumstances of tW I
1 >1 the parties cannot agree as'to whatis J I tion. The Supreme Being, self-existent and , of caution than even if (hey were less virtuous
it is to be submitted to reference,«duel I all-sufficient, had no wants which he could and praise-worthy ;—for if they are indulged
Uw, as the person insured shall prefer. 1! seek to supply. No new accession of felicity with frequency, then natural violence may
In hre Iniurance the Company pay alllossJ I or glory was to result to him, from creatures weaken the common charities of the mind,
■r small, and they pay the whole loss,
' whom he made. It was goodness, communi and convert its very goodness and love of
not exceed the sum insured, whether the i I cating and pouring itself forth, goodness de virtue, into a mournful misanthropy or vuuy be fully insured or not.
lighting to impart happiness in all its form, lent detestation of mankind.
rhe expense of Insurance on the safe. J
The precepts here of a divine old man
ck buildings in Boston, is 55 cents to iwl | which in the beginning created the heaven
a year, $1 jo per annum to insuie rood 11 and the earth. Hence those innumerable or I could recite. Tho’ old he still retain’d
On the safest class of wooden buddings, w ¡L ders of living creatures with which the earth His manly sense, and energy of mind,
veiling Houses standing alone, occupied hi j is peopled ; from the lowest class of sensitive Virtuous and wise he vyas, but not severe.
»ily and not liable to be burned by another ij ? beings, to the highest rank of reason and in- He still remembered that he once was young :
His easy presence check’d no decent joy.
the premium is half per cent per ami B
lelligencc.—Wherever there is life, there is Him e’en the dissolute admired ; for he
On the class of brick buildings above menuon^
A graceful looseness, when’he pleas’d, put on,
[uires the premiums of Four Hundredyean v j some degree of happiness ; there are enjoy And, laughing, could instruct. Much he had read,
>ss. On the class of wooden buildings, it ty f ments suited to the different powers of feelings;
Much more had seen : he studied from the life,
premiums of Two Hundred yean, and tbisi r and earth, and air ami water, are with mag And in th’ original perus’d mankind.
suppositon that there will be no partial ted | nificent liberality made to teem with life.— Vers’d in the woes and vanities of life,
the time ; but a considerable portion of tlie| I Let those striking displays of creating good Hepity’dMAN. Of right and wrong he taught
ims will be required to pay partial losses.
I
ness call forth, on our part, responsive love, Truths as refin’d as ever Athens heard ;
And, strange to tell 1 he practiced what he preach’d
t appears evident therefore that the premia®
nded on these risks are very moderate,
j I gratitude, and veneration. To this great Skill’d in the passions’ how to check the sway
'or risks of a more hazardous mture, the pt I Father of all existence and life, to Him who- He knew, as far as reason can control
hath raised us up to behold the light of day, The lawless powers.
is increased in proportion to the aogmfntam
zimmerman.
hazard.
and to enjoy all the comforts which his world
'he conditions on which this Company ins^ i presents, let our hearts send forth a perpetual
THE FLATTERER,
eved to be as favorable and convenient tote I
A DETESTABLE CHARACTER.
ed, as they can be made, consistently withil | hymn of praise. Evening and morning let us
Of all the various characters among manard to the interests and security of the lostiw I celebrate Him, who maketh the morning and
Phc Company continue to make Insurance otl | the evening to rejoice over our heads ; who kind, no one is more degrading to human na
: Risks as heretofore, for sums not exceeding! | openeth his hand and satisfeth the desire of eve ture than a flatterer. Flattery is not only oThousand Dollars on a risk.
j f ry living thing. Let us rejoice that we are dious to veracity, but it proves a want of true
Per order,
MOSES L- HAlBi $.'(} ■
brought into a w orld, which is the production sense, a want of esteem for those whom it was
THE Subscriber having been appoU of infinite goodness, over which a supreme in- intended to please, and a deficiency of delicate
*
t- telligenc presides ; and where nothing hap sentiment.
Even the wild uncultivated abo
¡ent
of
the
Merchants
Insurance
Company
te
cm U1 LUC LYlCLLiraULO juowaMvv
■
riginal is a stranger to dissembled thought.
of making imjuuum
Insurance. against Fire, n««
pose 01
,< I pens, that wras not planned and arranged from
iposals from those in Kennebunk andtieofigw
His
tongue
is
governed by the genuine dic
the"beginning, in Iris decree.—Blair.
tates of sincerity. But can we compare the
towns, who may wish»
mind brightened with the genial glow of
A MODERN xMIRACLE.
Kennebunk, Aug, 13, ISi4The following appeared in the Norfolk knowledge, to the rude child of nature ? In
j. Beacon of the 19th inst. AH we shall say, is fact, the latter boasts pre-eminence. He soars
j that we believe in no miracles since the days aloft on the wings of truth, looks down with
Valuable MediciiK. I of tho Apostles.
scorn, and upbraids the civilized world for
A singular display of the goodness and pow- flattery, which puts sensibility to the blush,
|
er
of
Almighty
God,
at
a
Camp
Meeting
NTI-DYSPEPT1C PILLS, preparedI bf H
and shocks even the harsher feelings of unpol
l RY IA MFS—An approved remedy fa
ished men. When the influence of a sycophant
| held on Tangier Island, August 15, 1824.
Miss Narcissa Crippin, a highly respecta- like the fatal charms of a siren’« voice, de
blc young lady, 19 years of age, and a zeal- ’ ludes fair innocence, virtue recoils and turns
" i, -well known to W“ “
I ous Christian, was, on the evening of the 15th abhorrent from the rueful scene.
st frequent, to”
It is necessary for every member of society
I
inst.
say about 8 o’clock, so operated on by
ncement is indicated in 4
markable i
the spirit of God, that her face became too to possess the art of pleasing, as it not only
symptoms,
tbe.nl okstina[e cositiva ,
rrLuilaritv of the bowels, obstinate c
I| bright and shining for mortal eyes to gaze unites thought with thought, but tunes the
«fach, commonly
1 upon, without producing the most awful feel- mind to notes of love, sympathy, and friend
lowness of < he eyesb.l. I ings to the beholders. It resembled the re- ship. But alas J shall the enchanting smiles
i flection of the sun upon a bright cloud. The of a parasite allure the daughter of virtue, and
appearance of her face for the space of 40 blight her opening blossoms. Forbid it, ye
minutes was truly angelic, during which time genii, the guardian protectors of fair innoshe was silent, after which she spoke and ex- ; cence J
pressed her happy and heavenly feelings,!
When we see the rose of beauty torn from
when her dazzling countenance gradually 1 the bosom of candor, by the fatal hand of a
faded and her face resumed its natural ap- sycophant, and all the delicacies of female
Arsons afflicted
pearance. The writer of this paragraph was worth offered up as a sacrifice, at the altar of
an eye-witness of the circumstance above savage barbarity, can the manly feelings of
stated—such a sight he never expected to be- the independent soul cease to vibrate with
"“"“Si;
hold with mortal eyes, and to give a true de- the warmest touches of pity ? Blush, frightscription of which would be beyond the abiii- ’ ful monster,at thy vileness! thy crime is of
ty of mortal man. While she remained in blackest hue, and tells the world that treachtugusi
___ _—
the situation above described, she was seen ; ery of soul is thine. Thy deadly venom taints
by more than 200 persons, a few of whom the blended streams of mutual love, dissolves
Commissioners’
the ties of amity, and poisons all the endear
have subscribed their names hereto.
ing affections that conspire to render man aRev. WM. LEE,
greeable to man. Virtue will not hold soci
WM. E. WISE,
ety with such traitors, base, degenerate, as
JOHN BAYLY.
TE the
thou art. She dreads thy near approach,
and shrinks with horror at thy ghastly look.
SLANDER.
Learn, ye fair, to despise the alluring voice
The baleful effects of slander to the harmo
His breath will blast the
ny of society, is a hacknied theme of con ver of the flatterer.
bloom
of loveliest charms. When once by
nation ; and its prevalence is commonly de
Lint all«»“1
plored with that sensibility,and apparrent sin- flattery caught, your drooping beauty weeps,
\ cerity, that one, not Ihrooughly conversant virtue drops a tear of regret, and innocence
5 with mankind,would suppose that it wa^ a vice shall mourn the loss of worth.
of which none but the basest and most profli
None can tell what that man may do, who
gate were guilty. All complain of its prev
alence, and regret its effects. It is said that durst vary from rectitude; for by the same
ÒEORGE
______ character
___
authority
the most spotless
is not secure
from that he varies from it in one inits attacks: that censure w heaped indiscrinri- J stance, he may in all.
tllih Ju'd i0> lSW‘
any person acquainted| with the

Notice.

REX.XGIOUS,

STATIOHAIi KOMZNATZOXfS.
FOR PRESIDENT,

Hok

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
VICE PRESIDENT,

Hos. JOHN C. CALHOUN.
ELECTORS AT LAR GE FOR MAINE.
Hon.
Hon.

THOMAS FILLEBROWN,
JAMES CAMPBELL.

REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

Hon. WILLIAM BURLEIGH.
STATE NOMINATION.
ROR GOVERNOR,

Hon.

ALBION K. PARRIS.

senatorial candidates.
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
GEORGE SCAMMON, Esq. Saco.
JOHN U. PARSONS, Esq. Parsonsfidd.

ELECTOR OF PRESIDENT.

Col. NATHANIEL HOBBS, of Berwick.

PRESÏDENTTIAÏ..
For the Kennebunk Gazette.

THÏÏ FBESZDENCY, ITO. IV.
Rejected by the Editor of the Columbian Star,
because in favor of Mr. Adams I

To the Editor of the Columbian Star.
In my last number I took into considera
tion the third reason offered by
Old York”
for prefe.ring Mr. Crawford as a candidate
for President of! he United States, viz. “The
gigantic powers of his mind,” and his ‘‘ deep
and accurate knowledge of human nature.”
In that paper 1 have showed from a reference
to facts ihat w hatever Mr. Crawford’s friends
might say on the subject, he had not only
never discovered any indications of uncom
mon powers of intellect, but had at best prov
ed himself a man of no more than ordinary
mind. M iih regard to his “deep and accu
rate knowledge of human nature,” 1 have
shown, that he possesses a sufficient degree
of that kind ot knowledge io enable him
readily to discover the vulnerable point in
the constitution of him whom he wishes to
manage ; and that we had no evidence that
he had ever made use of this acquirement for
any other purpose than the promotion of iris
personal aggrandizement.—I shall now pro
ceed to notice his fourth reason, viz.
“ I prefer him tor his rigid economy, and
because he advises us to live within our in
come, and to retrench rather than to borrow.”
If Mr. Crawford is a friend to economy in
the expenditure of public money, so far he
has my approbation, 1 am a friend to econo
my ; and believe it advisable that nations
like individuals should live within their in
come ; but before 1 can give Mr. Crawford
my vote for President of the United States,
1 must be satisfied that lie is above all the
other candidates, a friend to economy, and
if so, that his qualifications in this respect are
sufficient to counterbalance the heinous trans
gressions of which fie has been guilty, against
the laws of iris country, the laws of humani
ty and of God, crimes which eminently dis
qualify him, in the view of sober and reflect
ing men, for the high and responsible office
to which he aspires.
Professions of particular regard for the
public funds generally distinguish those who
wish to ride into office on the shoulders of
the people.—Economy and retrenchment is
the syren song wherewith these patriots would
enchant the people, and cheat them of their
rights.—-Hence it was to be expected that
such professions would abound among the
horde of demagogues who chiefly compose
Mr. Crawford’s Supporters a party who lor
their zealous professions, are termed by way
of eminence, Radicals. We find none clam
orous about a waste of public money by Mr.
Munroe’s Administration, save Mr. Craw
ford’s partizans. Adams, Calhoun, Jackson
and Clay, are all in favour of the present ad
ministration, and consequently would, were
they elected, pursue thi> same course.—None
but Crawford, assisted -by Van Beuren,
Holmes and such worthies will bring about
the mighty change, none but they will intro
duce a political millennium ! but after all,
what evidence have we that Mr. Crawford is
disposed to be, or that he will be more eco
nomical in his administration, should he be
elected, than either of the other candidates ?
Has he as member of Congress or Secretary
of Aie Treasury, ever offered any new scheme
for retrenching the expenses of the Govern
ment—any new system of general economy ?
If he has w'e have not been so fortunate as to
learn the fact. At any rate, we never heard
that Iris projects, whatever they might have
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. been, had not been properly regarded by the
government. The only evidence offered by
Mr. Crawford’s partisans, of his principles
of “ rigid economy,” are their bare assertions ;
■—whether worthy of credit, an opinion may
be formed, when we consider the characters
ot those who offer them, and also the motives
by which they are influenced. I will now
very briefly remark on the probable course i
which Mr. Crawford would pursue, were he ■
elected, so far as I can form an opinion from
the professions of himself and his fn ds.—.
He has promised “ a broad bottomed (minis
tration.” He will cause all those i be re
moved from office who were appeared by
those extravagant Presidents, ¿efforson,
Madison and Munroe, and who have had the
independence to resist the promises and threats
thrown out to induce theifi to enlist under the
Treasury banners. None Who have excited
his displeasure, or that of his friends will be
suffered to hold their places.—The vacancies
thus made will be supplied exclusively from
among bis friends, “ the threads and patches
of all parties” who have given him tlieir sup
port for the hope of reward-—a set of hungry
expectants and office-hunters, whose merits
would not entitle them to notice from any oth;,....
er source. If there are not offices enough to
| satisfy the thousands who were proinii ,
I then synacures will be Created, that no dis
turbance may occur on account of unredeem
ed pledges. When this is done, perhaps the
gradual increase of the navy will be suspend
ed, perhaps our improvements iu fortifications
will be abandoned, perhaps too, the small
remnant of our army will be disbanded, and
other monuments of the wisdom of former
administrations will be destroyed. And in
this consists their radical reform But is this
to be recognized by the people as true econo
my ?—Is this a course of policy which should
characterize a wi
administration !
.These champions of economy ar? now
clamorous fora
action of sa arici. Wo
should however, hedi nothing of a reduction
of salaries Mere they salary officers—Did
Wm. King complain that he had too large a
salary, as Florida Commissioner ? No. Did
John Holmes complain of too much salary
when he received seven thousand, seven
hundred and seventy seven dollars for six
weeks work, as Agent under the treaty of
Ghent ? No—not a word.—And does any one,
knowing Mr. Crawford (for we never heard
that he complained of too much salary for his
office) or liis supporters, particularly in this
state believe, that were all the present gov
ernment offices vacated and filled by them,
that the expences of the government would be
reduced a single dollar L—It cannot be.
There probably never was a wiser admin
istration than the present j—one under which
the people were so united, prosperous and
happy.—It is this administration, of which
John Quincy Adams is, under the President,
the most efficient member, and the policy of
which, should he be elected President, he will
continue to pursue* It is this Administration,
which a vast majority of the nation approve,
and which they do not desire to alter ; and
it is this Administration which Mr. Crawford
and his friends wish to overturn and radically
change. 1 would say to the people, in the
language of the Peruvian patriot, « Tell your
deceivers this, and tell them too, we wish no
change ; and least of all, stick change as they
would give us.”
CATO.

FROM PERU.
TRUXILLO, MAY 13.

We have hews of the defeat of a large di
vision of the Spanish army, in tipper Peruj
the capture of the commander, and the adhes
ion of the troops to the republican cause.”
HAVANA, AUG. 11, 1824.

Yesterday anchored in this port the British brig
Spring, Capt. Quelch from Soto la Marina, who
reports that off the Isle of Wight he received
from on board a Steam Boat the Ex Emperor, Iturbide & his family, consisting of 12 persons his wife,
2 sons nieces, chaplain Sc servants, whom lie landed
the Hth inst. at Soto la Marina. So far is official to
this goverment, but it is further reported that Itùrbide was received with open arms by ths people on
the coast, that he refused to be escorted by part of
the Garrison of Soto la Marina, in his journey into the
interior, and that he had been invited by the most
influential men in the country to return, as thè
only man who could rescue it from the misery and
anarchy into which the country had deen plunged
by the indiscretion, mis-management and timidity
of men who had neither influence nor credit and
who were incapable of governing.
It is also reported that four Provinces declared
in his favor, as soon as they heard of his landing,
and another rumor is that he was assassinated on
the 4th day after leaving the coast. The latter is
not believed, and it is expected the first measure
of Iturbide’s restoration will be the annulling the
non-intercourse law, which prohibits all intercourse
between that country and Spain and her posses
sions.
M. hi. Brooks.
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TOSS tìcvgrav COUBTS.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
MR. REMICH,

either town, the whole proceedings tn.de;- the re
solve should be quashed in the-Legislature. We
have also shewn that the people are perfectly se
cured against any expence resulting from the loca
tion of.the courts in Kennebunk. Bunds have been
filed by gentlemen of acknowledged ability, of un
impeachable integrity and good f-ith, to erect free
of expense to thfe county, a Court House, Fire Proof
building and Goal. These gentlemen, most of whom
are probably known to you, have been vilified, in
sulted and abused ; Have been accused again and
again of attempting to dupe and deceive the people
by promises whic?n they never intended to perform ;
Have been calumniated by the charge of perfidy,
hypocrisy, by every species of invective, and by,
every epithet which could convey reproach. But
although the gentlemen of Alfred have tortured
their understandings to conjure up something by
which they might convince the people of the invali
dity of these bonds,"and wmundthefetlingsjand injure
the fair character of the persons by whom they Were
signed, we have no fears that the community will
give any credence to their false and wicked sugges
tions or to their malicious criticisms.
In pursuance of that System of qonduct in relation
to this subject, by which all the operations of these man ?
What else, than the most perfect in
gentlemen have been directed f:om the commence
ment of this controversy, you have been apprized sanity, would ever have tempted any to un
by a recent discovery in Lebanon, of the base and dertake to impose upon the understandings of
unprincipled, means resorted to by them to obtain an enlightened people, by the circulation of
votes in favour of Alfred. Means, disgraceful to the. calumny and scandal^ revolting to the frelinstigators, disgraceful to the agents, disgraceful to
our county, and insulting to all those upon whom
they were intended to operate. You have seen them above the brute creatimf ?. And what man, in
traversing the county, striving to deceive, the people his senses could possibly have imagined, that
by the most base and glaring falsehoods; by threat the passions of rational beings were to be
ening them wifh the burden and expense of new
wrought upon by such an appeal as the fol
roads, over lakes, ponds, and swamps, which no
man in Kenwebunk could ever have dreamt of, and lowing ? “ Y<M’k, Kittery and Elliot, must
now see the design of Kennebunk, who are
by promises which can never be fulfilled.
It remains now to b6 settled by you, whether by speculating to wrest from them their goaf
your votes on Monday next, the courts shall be lo court house, and THE LANDS in the centre
cated in Alfred? Whether you will countenance
that depravity and corruption, which has character and most ornamental part of the venerable
ized ah the exertions of the people of that town in town of York—Let the people of York look
rel dion to this question ? Whether you will volun .at the last Kennebunk bond I Let them once
tarily subject yourselves to a conthmation of those get a conveyance of these buildings, the hope
heavy burdens, which have heretofore devolved up
of York and Alfred, and the county is forever
on you, from the establishment of the courts in that
place? Let all the considerations which have been gone.” Verily inhabitants of York, it behoves
presented on this subject, be duly weighed.; and you to be on your guard. Not only your goal
decide which way you will, neither Kennebunk or and Court house, but your very lands, are by
Alfred will have any reason to complain.
some powerful physical operation, to be tak
KENNEBUNK.

We think we have reason to congratulate our fel
low citizens, that the controversy in relation to the
location of the Courts which has excited such an
intense interest among them, has drawn so near' to
a close. There certainly can be no one among us
who has the least regard for our moral and literary
character, but must have felt during the agitation of
this subject, the deepest chagrin in seeing the col
umns of the Star, the professed standard of our £ re
ligion, science and nationality,” crowded with mat
ter, which any ingenuous man mast blush to see cir
culated even in his own neighbourhood, But when
it is considered that this paper finds its way into
eleven States of the Union,” and is there viewed as
the vehicle of our political and moral science, who
is there but must feel ashamed that his “ lines have
fallen to him in these places.” Such a prostitution
of the press is probably without parallel in this coun
try. Rut now, that the motives of such prostitution
are about tobe removed, we hope the people of Al
fred will look a little more to the reputation of the
county. We do believe that there is still a
re^
deeming spirit among them,” and that the thick fog
by which the face of the Star has recent ly been ob
scared, may be dispelled by ’he more powerful influ
ence of their intelligence and patriotism.
Before leaving our friends of Alfred it may per
haps be adjudged proper that we should take some
notice of a communication in their paper of last
week, over the signature of Farmer intended as we
suppose to lead the people into a belief that Alfred
was nearer to the centre of population than Kenne
bunk. This is the only thing which has appeared in
the Star in the shape of an argument since the publi
cation of the second number of Ossipee. And we,
have too high an opinion of the good sense of the Al
fred logicians, to believe, that this flimsy attempt toimpose upon the community, found its way into the
Star, with their knowledge. The idea that because
the distance of the several towns to Alfred is less
than the distance from the same towns to Kenne
bunk, therefore the former is nearer to the. centre
-‘ of population than the latter, is perfectly ridiculous.
For the principle would be the same, if there was
but one inhabitant .in each of the towns in the vicini
ty of Alfred, and fifty thousand in the vicinity of
Kennebunk, Or supposing the amount of distances
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
to each of the towns to have been equal, if any one
of the towns nearest to Alfred, say for example I’arsonsfield, was to be divided into five smaller ones,
Alfred Would then according, to-this principle be
come much nearer the centre of population than
Kennebunk,, although there was not the least change
in the situation of the population. The principle is
two absurd to need any farther cemment. But the
distances assumed arc as f?.r from the truth-,ms- the
principiéis from any thing like,.fationality. Our
neighbours of Wells would probably tha .k the gen Courts in SLennebunk, and finding in it soim
tlemen if they would point out to them, the road by
precious admissions, which it was feared
which they could reach /Mired in travelling only
twelve miles, from the centre of. that town. And might not be sufficiently circulated in the
we shcukl be much obliged to them if they will ex County, I considered it proper .that some no
plain ro us by what arithmetic d principle, they ar tice shell'd be taken of them, in order that the
rive at the conclusion, that, although it :s ten miles peopig might be more fully cor.tinccd of the
from Lebanon to Alfred, and twelve from Alfred to
Kennebunk, Lebanon is still twenty-five miles from ti uth of every thing which we have urged up
Kennebunk, even though the route through Alfred( on this subject. We invite our readers should
would be as much out of the direct course between this handbill ever fall into their hands, tn give
those two to vns, as it would be for the people of it an attentive and careful perusal.
Indeed,
Alfred to go by the way of Saco to reach Kennebuhk.
such a tissue of die vilest slander and abuse,
The distance from Limington to Kennebunk is put
down at 32 miles, when in fact it is but 25. But such a gross outrage Upon every thing like
enough of this glaring piece of deception. The only decency, such a bold defiame of every thing
correct Way of ascertaining which of the two towns like civilization and refinement, has probably
is the most central as to population is to measure the never before been witnessed in this quarter
distances of each of the towns in the county from
But it contains some facts
Kennebunk to Alfred. The distances multiplied by of the world.
the number of polls in each town will show the num which have an important .bearing upon this
ber of miles which the taxable inhabitants of this question.
Our readers will recollect that we
county must travel in goingeither to Alfred or Ken have repeatedly stated, should all the courts
nebunk. Let the gentlemen adopt this principle and
be removed to this place, that the present
they will find a balance in favor of Kennebunk of
public buildings in York and Alfred, would
more than ten thousand miles.
erect
We have now done with our good friends of Ai sell for more than w’oidd be required,
red, and rectrring’ to what we have said on this sub a Goal in K-cunebupk. This tho people of
ject we find nothing to regret. We find not a single Alfred have invariably denied. And proba
sentence which we should’ wish to recall. Nothing
more has been stated but what the public weal, truth bly would have persisted in the denial, if had
and justice required ; and whether a majority of the it not been for the complete refutation afford
votes on the question be in our favour or not,, we ed by the bond before mentioned. It has been
have done nothing, we have said nothing, upon which constantly asserted that the public buildings
we believe we shall hereafter have reason to reflect.
would not be worlh two thousand dollars if
We wish our opponents in Alfred could leave the
the Courts should be removed from Allred.
subject with similar feelings.
Citizens of the County of York,
Ou Monday next, you are called upon to give- in
your votes on the Question, “ Shall all the Judicial
Courts and County Offices, be located in- Alfred or
Kennebunk.” The Question is one of extensive in
terest ; one in which every man, whatever be his
situation in life, is concerned ; and therefore one
which merits your serious consideration. In th* ob
servations which we have made on this subject, we
have admitted that Alfred was rather nearer the
centre of territory than Kennebunk. But we believe
that’we Have proved to the satisfaction of every reas
onable man, that the latter place was nearer to the
centre of population and business, and would proba
bly continue so for years to come; That greater fa
cilities for’communication would be afforded by. the
location at Kennebunk, than could reasonably be
hoped for by the establishment of the courts in Al
fred ; That great and unnecessary expence has
been incurred by the county, in the erection of the
present public buildings in that town ; in the charg
es for board, and in the laying out and repairing of
roads leading to Alfred. We have shewn, that with
out the least necessity therefor, the people of that
town have endeavoured to add to these burdens, the
enormbus expense of ten thousand dollars, by erect
ing a new goal in that place ; That, although in a
petition originated by themselves, they had declared
ts Che county the enormous and grievous expence
and inconvenience attendant upon the location of
the courts in two different places, and had strenu
ously urg£d in the Legislature the removal of all the
courts to one place, viz. Alfred, afterwards not only
opposed such removal by the most unparallelled so
phistry, but actually voted almost unanimously
against it ; voted, to continue the. imposition upon
the people of those grievances under which they had
long laboured, and which they had themselves before.so strongly deprecated; That, although the peo
ple have decided by tnore than one thousand majority
that they shoulcf be so established in one place, they
have musj zealously laboured to deprive one portion
of the county of their influence in the decision of the
present question, by the delusive pretence, that if
there should be but a small majority in favour of

ocal acknowledgment/ ' their intended im
positions upon th® public- such a plain con
fession of those base falsehoods, with which
they have been repeatedly charged. Repent
ance is now certainly too late. Tire day has .
gene bye. The cloven foot is discovered.
Perseverance in their base arid false declara
tions, might perhaps have successfully im
posed upon some ol lire pimple of the county.
But they have gfatuously unfolded their
treacherous designs, their deceptive artifices ;
and it is now too late to atone for them.
.As we anticipated in the beginning, the
¡•age and ungovernable zeal of these gentle
men seems to have terminated in a complete
delirium.
Where else could have originated
this last disgraceftd production of |he Alfred
press, filled With the vilest slander, ami the
grossest abuse of a worthy gentleman of NewHampshire, and of the Chief Justice of one

But now that this bond has been filed, and all
hopes of success from falsehood and decep
tion, blasted, what say these gentlemen. Why
that these public buildings are worth ten
thousand dollars. And that those persons
who signed that bond expected to make a good
speculation out of the County, if it should be
accepted. T'rue, tfiose buildings are worth
that sum, and these gentlemen did anticipate
a profitable speculation should the County
comply with their offer. But no manof com
mon sense ever could believe that the comity
would be so unwise as to relinquish their
w hole property, to those persons, on the con
(dition that they would erect a Gaol in Kenne
bunk. if these buildings are worth ten thous
and dollars, the people might erect the Gad,
and have still six or seven thousand remain
ing in the 'Treasury, and this sum would be
actually gained by tlte county should the
courts he removed to Kennebunk, and the
people fr eed from county taxes for some years
to come.
Another fact is also disclosed in this extra
ordinary circular, that there" are four acres
of land under and adjoining their buildings,
belonging to the county. 'This is a circumstance
with which we have n »t before been made ac
quainted. Ts almost every Star which we
have seen, it has been positively denied, that
the county owned any of tine soil in that town.
Truly we canstot see the bearing of this spe
cies of eletetibncering. We caaaot compre
hend, how these gentlemen, who have mani
fested heretofore, some little skill, in manage
ment, some sagacity in stratagem, expect Io
gain any thing by such an open and uncqniv-

en up and removed from your village J Take
care, lest hi this dreadful catastrophe, which
is to follow the location of the courts in Ken
nebunk, your whole town should be shaken to
the centre I' ! And let the citizens of the
conniy beware, lest Ihcii ’only hope, their only
refuge, the Fork gaol, should bewresfeff from
them by the magic of these unmerciful Ken
nebunkers 1 !
But, to be serious,
Our only object in
these remarks, was to show that the people of
Alfred have now admitted the truth of our ob
servations hi relation to the value of the pres
ent public buildings. We should have been
glad likewise to have had them admit their
cost. But the truth will not answer their pur
poses. The farther from its regions the bet■
ter for them. For as soon as they enter eveni
on its confines, their cause is gone. And itI
might be said ef them in the words of an elo
quent writer, “ as they entered” there,
so1
Satan entered into Paradise and damnation
followed him.”
KENNEBUNK.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.

MR. RE MI CH,

’

either of them, as t6 their local situation fortrad^j
than it has for Alfred. As it regards the towns on the
sea board, they will have their ownFusiness.—Trade
will at all times regulate itself. The Saco lumber will'
be shipped from Saco, for it can be done much cheap, i
erand with more facility, than it could,' by carrying :
it to^Kennebunk-Port to ship. Let the interior towns I
take care of their own interest, and not1 offer Alfred '
to defraud them of their rights.
The dower towns ]
will never tamely suffer, them to lay what taxes they
please upon them, and it is hoped that they will bear I
all necessary burdens, without murmur, and without I
reproach, and resist every attempt to the impositioa j
of exorbitant or unnecessary taxes.
BIDDEFORD.
-
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MR. REMICH,

1 received your paper last evening, and in
perusing its contents, I was much astonished
as well as chagrined at finding there the cer
tificate of Mr. John Rankins.—At first, I was
inclined to believe that it was a base forgery,
a contemptable electioneering fabrication.-^.
But upon enquiry I am compelled to admit,
however humbling and degrading it may
that it is too true—It is indeed a mortifying
consideration that the character of the good
people of Lebanon has become so vena! in the
estimation of our neighbours, that it may be
bought or sold for any price however paltry
and inconsiderable.—That such is the opinion
entertained by some of our neighbours, respecting us, cannot be doubted—Else what
could induce them to send their political pedlars hither with their promises and their mon
ey fo barter away our rights and privileges?
Why is it that our town is cordinually throng.
ed with more or less of these vicegerants from
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Alfred, besetting our habitations, and even ¡j
disturbing our midnight repose, as though wo I|
had no minds or opinions of our own, and
could consequently be converted to any pur- Ii
pose or design however base and reprehensi- I|
ble ? My predelictions were at first strong I
in favour of Alfred, but they have been grad- jI
ually weakening, and the ungenerous and un
principled conduct of the people of Alfred has I
given them a decided impulse against them.
i
And I do hope that there is still remaining in
Lebanon spirit and energy enough to repel
every thing, from whatever quarter it ¡nay
i
come, which might have a tendency to detract
I
from their indépendance and stability, and i
that the result of our election on Monday next
will afford a conclusive demonstration that Al
fred ivilh all her wealth and greatness could
never purchase a single vote of Lebanon.
Lebanon, September 8, 1824.
For the Kennebunk Gazette..
- ■*'
Mr. Remich,
1 have been a constant reader of the Alfred
paper since its establishment, and find much
matter contained in it concerningthe location
of the courts for the county of York.
Calculations are made on the expences and
the relative increase of the population of the
county, together with the centre of the present population ; but notwithstanding all the
efforts of the disguised « Ossipee” I have been
unable '.to concur with the wilier in opin
ion. But every man who is acquainted with
the travelled load in the county must be sen
sible that the business of thu county would 1
concentrate more at Kennebunk than at Al- |
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The Alfred people seem very much alarmed, be
cause the inhabitants of Kennebunk have had the te
merity to come forward and offer to place Kenne
bunk—as to the County buildings on an equal footing
with Alfred - so that the people can come to a decision
ty can
of the question upon fair .principles without being fret!—and the farmers of the county have |
and ofi
swayed by any interest,other than that which regards been taught by a hard lesson, the disadvan- j
have lii
the whole county. The partizans of Alfred have la
not so
boured with great zeal to persuade the people of the tage of being compelled to make roads«
s,*anFnart XUS cxl,res^s
fred as
County, that, the Kennebunk bonds were not good, through swamps and over hills to build up the
Courts
and that the signers of them were a set of u nprinci- pride and avarice of any village.
pled men—that they never intended to fulfil their
Respecting the picture of the court-house ' Plinth and fact p ‘7° corres* towns
obligations, and that the whole was a mere gull it appears very well, and I am led to believe \
with tl
trap, &c. &c. Now the Alfred people knew better.
^1 is not confnm^°U Can a single? every (
They know very well that every individual who put that the Kennebunk people will have honore- i
■ the Co
his name to those bonds, did it with the intention of nougli to'build such an one as is described in
thei °nly ha
I honesand
abiding by its consequences,-and of fulfilling it when- their bond, provided the people of the county I
ever occasion required ; and this is what they feared. decide in favor of Kennebunk for th® location i
. *t respe
They know very well, too, the people of the couqty
I People
have placed the utmost confidence in those bonds, and of the courts.
There is one further provision which I Iiopq 1 frseymir votes vPat* ,are n,)Wr ally, fo
, that there is no apprehension of being deceived, and
! ficient I
it is in this attempt to impose upon the people, that will be made before the question of location ! ir Nearest an/ m °,ake
the inhabitants of Alfred have drawn upon themselves I is decided,
, Treasui
it is proper that some provision ?
•more contempt than in any one circumstance during for a jail should be made, so that the question |
h'^you have ¡I 5 y,‘ul‘ °'vn' Proof,;
the whole discussion.
Do these gentlemen, who
J
’
^nhetwonla
0
"
6
t,lis
c,,n
'
same cc
signed the Alfred Bond imagine that the people of the relative to expense should be settled.*
It has been said that a jail will cost $3000 i 1 rVe,,ienceandPfife8’Co,ul)are county,
county have any more confidence in their ability and
integrity, than they have in those who signed the Ken because it is stated that the jail in Oxford ■
a "'r1'"""- are lOca
will las
nebunk Bonds ? If they have such an exalted idea of county cost $6000. But 1 learn from a cor- I
their own importance, they mistake the character of rect source that the jail in Oxford cost $4800, |
brick C
the county very much.
than a i
What special licence has a very modest gentleman and that is more expensive than is needed ini
with mi
Imprisonment for debt has already 1
at Alfred, that he should have liberty to tax the whole York.
if the C
received
a
deadly
stroke
—
a
State
Prison
has
1
county, just to promote his own interest ? He seems
to possess a peculiar faculty of assuming a smooth face been lately erected for the convicts of the 1 u ? ^and of m
lrie(,unk of will be ,
to excite your compassion, while at the same time he
there jn
state, so that county j^ils will be needed ml
is conscious that he may make' a good speculation out
be com
few cases except for the confinement of those I
of a very imprudent one tofsay the least. Have not
n
ewCoij
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and “one man at Saco” charged with crimes until they can have a
er consii
the same priviledge and are they not as much enti trial; and as on® department of the Alfred
the
p|ac(
tled to accommodation as a few men at Alfred—Has paper is to be devoted to Religion, it is to be
not a man the same right to consult his own interest hoped that it will have an influence to dimin
accomm<
at Kennebunk as at Alfred ?
We beg these gentle
while at
men to permit the people of the county to act inde ish the number of crimes and render an ex
cannot b
pendently, regardless of any individual interest at Al pensive jail unnecessary.
^uch
tra
fred, Kennebunk, Saco, or any other town. Why all
Therefore it knight be considered expedient
lation ca
this whining and crying about'the county, to make lor those who feel an interest to contract for the
House.
the people believe that they shall be ruined at Alfred^
fes'sp«
■
i ab,e* §ellei.0l.q Court
if the courts are not all located in that town. The erection of a jail by receiving tho county pro- ! i: L^ane?
ca
county have been taxed long enough to support Al perty in part pay, and take measures to raise I
to ,
fred, and not let her like the rest of us look out for by subscription a sum sufficient to complete a
Nation n<
herself, and if she cannot live, we will have another jail, without expense to the county and publish,
Witnes3c
assessment for her support. Kennebunk is the place plan of tho same with all that will be necessa
Court fr
where the courts ought to bejocated, and by placing
ry
for
the
satisfaction
of
the
people
of
tbe
them there, the county wi’l gain much. It is indeed a
without
matter of surprise that the interior towns should be in county : in which case many in the interior
can they
favour of building up Alfred. The towns of Sanford, would doubtless give their votes far Kennccommon!
Shapleigh, Wateiborough, and Limerick, can gain b«nkOSSIPEE.
House, v
nothing by giving up their trade to Alfred. Let these
* Our Correspondent will see by this days paper
nebunk,i
towns . uppo! t their own traders, and keep their busi
that a bond tp erect a gaol free of expense to tfe
ness within themselves, nature has d®ne more for
can have
couuty, is filed with the County Treasurer
within a
Phese
‘ocating j

!Vi ,d-orce'1“-

f*XXTn,y *-> Xrn 1
¿‘''‘'t.d 8toto

chlier of them, as f a tv •

\a8^'r Alfred.6 tA%lociIs-Wion‘ I
*il|ba?Ili’they Wil1 ha’e theire8atdsihe'oi

fior the Kennebunk Gazette.
arch tyrant, who would swing us and the nebunk. And it is hoped that die citizens of this
the whole county by the-------neck, as to with- county who are to decide the question on Monday Wise, have this day, âeposîtecPwith me as Treasu
Fellow Citizens of York County.
hold it from us? We venture to answ^for next (thegreater part of whom have been or will urer of the County of York, a Bond, of which the
The time is near at hand when you will be you, NO.
foregoing is a true copy.
be liable to be summoned to attend Court as Jurors,
•ihe care of their own
P’ Let^w i called upon to determine, by your suffrages,
HENRY SMITH,
witnesses or parties) will consider the subject as
a
question,
which
in
a
local
point
of
view,
is
Treasurer of the County of Tori.
3 »leiraud them of tbeir k’M(i not ufe [
very important, not only to themselves but to their
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
never tamely 8ufcr7'8hts' Mv to you, of deep concern and vital importance.
children and posterity ; For when this question is
You have by a decided expression of your
CORRECTION.
once detemined by your vote, it is probable the
To th^fnhabitants of the County of Fork.
nfTèep^ieof Aliied assen that it is the intention
wishes, manifested your desire to have your
It having^been determined by a large majority Courts will be fixed forages tocome. You have now
e inhabitants of Kennebunk who have given a
judicial courts all located at one place, it of this county That all the Judicial Courts and I every inducement to vote for Kennebunk in pre
Bond to build a Gaol, to deprive York of the Parish
now remains with you to designate that place,
offices shall be located in one place ; it on ference to Alfred except the inconvenience of some h dPXatXTrtï Whi.Ch ths COubty heretofore havé
¿ddm I and in doing this you are restricted in your> lycounty
remains now for the people to decide by dieir of the county officers, which ought not to come in had the use of in that place. This is not true. Thé
choice to the towns of Kennebunk and Allred. votes on next Monday Wiw that place shall be, competition with the conveniences of the people of
^ors to build a Gaol at Kennebunk have never
whiKd|for the-C?UJ?7 t0 c^veythem property
Divesting yourselves of every prejudice and whether at Alfred or Kennebunk. . Perhaps it the county at large.
SACO.
which belongs to individuals. They ask only for the
listening to the dictates of reason and justice, wiil be well to enquire how the courts, or a part
------ -----------------------/v whLtO re-!nqil!sh !-he!r r,£ht to the Publick properunawed by the frowns, and fearless of the of them, were located at Alfred in the first place.
1 rocched jonr papw
GJOL
co™'eVer^ may
They ask ho more and the
■!»
1
‘M menaces of the great, the powerful and the It was never done by the voice of the people of
In the observations which have appeared in the Ga riX X 'i hd Mn° Obll^t,on to relinquish even this
the
intriguing,
it
f
is
believed
that
you
can
this county. And it ought to be remembered that zette on the court question we believe it has been proved nght if it should appear that the publick property at
‘S "ell aS chagrined at fi.
not hesitate which of these towns to prefer. one of the terms of the S. J. Court was located in satisfactorily that a new gaol was unnecessai y, pi ovided build a rr,n! Y°Î sh°L1Id he more than sufficient to
The people at Kennebunk have generously Kennebunk in the year 1800, upon the report of the Courts were located at Kennebunk ; and that bund a Gaol, as it undoubtedly will be. As it is well
nclincd to believe that it
offered to erect and furnish you with all the a disinterested Committee from the Legislature of it one should be adjudged necessary, the present rv?s skuaSd%771! thlS publick pr0Perty ofthe coun‘;';n,tefH’tablCc|eCtionce.
public buildings in Alfred and York, would be amply sZt iinon fh a A fred> no great value has ever been
county buildings, and for that purpose have Massachusetts ; and at that time, the towns of sufficient tfhaefray every expense attending its erec- set upon the land and publick buildings which the
given good and sufficient bonds to a large a- Porter, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburgh, Denmark, tion. Both of these propo itions the people of Alfred iÏÏnown?Teat Y0rk,aC°hS!ddrabe P*rt of which
PriX-ate P’°Perty- This the Obligors
inouut—so that if the courts should be there East-Andover, Waterford, Albany and many oth have invariably denied, and have laboured hard to n hS n
lat .lt. ,s to« ’'•nc-lt is indeed J ?’’
located, it is apprehended that no additional er plantations, which are now in the county of Ox make it appear to the people, that if the courts should to build a Gaol at Kennebuukj do hot expect or ask.
ford,
then
belonged
to
this
county,
and
several
of
be
removed
here,
the
public
must
expect
to
be
saddled
expense or increase of taxes will accrue to
with ah expense of erecting a jail, not less than ten
1 ‘ <1 Lebanon has become so □
the county from tbeir removal, but on the those inhabitants joined in, petitioning for that term
7dhd° atS; ?V,e beheve ww that.the people
»«•nation of
’J®
of the S. J. Court to be removed from Kennebunk
contrary, whatever may be expended in the
will be fully satisfied of the truth of what we have sta
»ought or sold for ai)y ln,icc j
h
to Alfred. The question cf that removal was al
erection of the Court house and Fire proof,
ted on this subject. We here present them with a
SATÚRÜjíY, SEPTEMBER, il, 18.24.
md inconsiderable__ Thatsiri 6 t
so agisated several times in the Court of Sessions, good Bond for the erection of a gaol at Kennebunk,
will be a net gain, as it is now conceded even
and as several of the members of the Sessions then
nd they are now secured against any expense arising
by our opponents, that the buildings bclongCUR PATlllfys.
" l "S
cannol be d»«bit J ij fog to the County are worth at least ten thou- lived in the towns north of gteat Ossipee river, now from the location of the Courtsin this place. Jt is
It will be noticed by oar patrons that most of this
in the county of Oxford a majority of the Sessions optional with them to give to us the public building,
""I'1 "“I"“ them to send theirsS 1
arjh.1l,erw,1hllKi,I,ramiSMa,J1g 1 «and dollars the sale of which, will afford an weue then in favor of Alfred, and by that means on the condition that we erect a gaol, or to dispose of ays paper is demoted to Communications on the Court
ample sufficiency for building a goal, and al the influence of the Court of Sessions was thrown them for their own benefiq and put the proceeds into
question.—As this is the last paper that will be issued
l v
/hT’5,
t the same time throw a considerable amount into the scale in favour of the petition for remov the Treasury for future use.
prior to said question’s being decided, we flatter our1 into your treasury. Whereas should they be ing the court from Kennebunk to Alfred, which
selves that those of our patrons who have no interest
'»th more oV less of||,esevi / it continued at Alfred,the county buildings there was effected in 1803, by a small majoriry, after a
BOO.
m n, will excuse the trespass we have committed in
Uh-«l.bes,lii„i.„ur habiwJ«? situated having been for a long time in a de- hard struggle. But it never was the understand
monopolizing so great a proportion of this days Ga
IZI
’
OW
si? THHSJa PRHS<S uii)ingourin1dr1igiltl.eposelast|10J( caying and ruinous state (particularly the ing of the Court of Sessions, or the people at large
ents, that we Joseph Thomas, Joseph Storer, zette to that question.—To those who are interested
iad no minds or opinions ofouroa 11 gaol,) a continual expense must be the neces- that all the Courts should be located at Alfred.
John Hovey and Michael Wise Esquires all of we presume an apology is unnecessary.
x.uld consequently be converted to J I| sary consequence and when they become use- For after the county of Oxford was set off in 1805,
Kennebunk in the ctunty of York and State of
We now submit the question to the decision of the
Hisp, or design however base and re J AI less and insufficient which must very soon be a majority of tins Court of Sessions were ta favour
Maine, and Laac Lord of Effingham in the enlightened citizens of the county, fully confiding in
ilc ? My predelictions were at first u the case, the people of the county must then of having the Courts located in Kennebunk. But
county of Strafford and State of New-Hamp their wisdom and good sense, in deciding as may ap.
" favour of Alfred, but they bavebcflE1 be taxed with an enormous sum for the erec by an agreement between the people of Alfred and
shire, Esquire, are holden and stand firmly
that vicinity, and ths people of York and its vi
mlly weakening, and the linger«J tion of new ones.
bound and obliged unto Henry Smith Esq pear most for the interest of the county at large, and
cinity,
part
of
the
Judicial
Courts
were
to
remain
We
are
aware
that
the
validity
of
our
bonds
irincipled conduct of the people of Affilj
Treasurer of said county of York,, in the sum in thus submitting it to the people, we flatter ourselves
at York, and part were to be holdan at Alfred,
of twenty thousand dollars, to be paid to the that on Monday next, we shall receive a handsome
jivcn them a decided impulse e.^sih1 has been questioned, and from the misrepreana so they have remained till this term. And
said Henry Smith, or his successor in said office, majority of the votes, for the future location of the
Ind I do hope that there isstiT raJj> scntalions which have be«n made respecting
now, because part of the Courts have been helden
for the use of th« said county of York. To Courts in Kennebunk.
.cbanmi spirit and energy enough J them, it may be (bat the minds of some may
at Alfred several years, it does not follow from
the
whicn payment well and truly to be made,
1
be
still
wavering
with
doubt.
If
there
be
any
very thing, from whatever quartern
’ i| such,we ask them to refer to these bonds, & beg that circumstance, that all the Courts and County
we bind ourselves, onr heirs executors and ad
oinc, which might have a tendency
- CORRUPTION AT LEBANON.
Offices should be located there, any more than that
®t
them
(oread
the?p
withall
the
scrutiny
and
ministrators,
firmly by these presents. Seal
com their indepcndance and staHijJ
they should all be located at York, where they
ed with our seals. Dated the first day of Sep;
In the last Star it is said that two
hat thr result ofotir election on
, criticism which they can possibly call into have been holden much longer—But in fixing on
tember, in the year of our Lord, one thousand
1 depositions are received and one from
i ill afford a conclusive demonstration exercise, and then let them say, if they can a plaee for the permanent location of the Courts
eight
hundred
and
twenty
four.
red with all her wealth anigrtaM ¡ discover aught in them, which savours either and County Offices, many considerations are to be
Jsbenezer Pierce denying the truth of
ever purchase a single vote of Ltbuui il of deception or imposition, and if not satisfied taken into view, besides the mere centre of the terI HE Condition of this Obligation is
* with this, we request them to notice the sign Tir'ZjOf tbe C°Unty ’ a't^0USk as respects that, such that TOSfifiAS, by-a revive of the tne certificate published in our paper
Lebanon, September 8,1824.
Leg.slature of the said State of Maine, the people of last week signed by John Rankins.
bonds, and we challenge
them to
1 ers1 of. these
•
----------- »“ ‘••v***
is not the centre ; for the inhabitants of the
(-select a single individual from among them towns of Kittery and Elliot, a part of South Ber- 'of the eounty of York are on the second Monday We have received a letter from a reFtr the Kennebunk GAzmi
i1 whose character is not proverbial for
fx... honesty
---------- y wickj and the greatest part of York, are at ? great- 'of September current to give in their votes on the spectable gentleman stating, “ we can
“ Shall all the Judicial Courts and coun prove by the most satisfactory author,
In. Remicii,
1 iand integrity, and whose name has ever been1 er distance from Alfred, than Parsonsfield, which question
»associated with baseness, faction, confederacy¡r is in the extreme upper corner of the couuty. As ■ty offices be located at Alfred or Kennebunk ?” ify—that Pierce did say that the whole
I have been a constant raader of the Jli
i it respects the centre of inhabitants, Kennebunk is •if a majority of the said votes on said day shall be
or intrigue, andL"",
if still
unconvinced,
we‘i '"
invite
.per since its establishment,
“1 un
“n™T’ W
’“i
atter contained is it rencem.j1.te kJ J*“tn a" «?“»«»'->"
the characters off about as near as Alfred ; and as all the back part 'in favor of the location at said Kennebunk, and in 01 that certificate was true—that if he
i^he authors of these fabricated reports, andI of the county that is suitable for faims is nearly all consequence thereof, the Legislature of the said should sign it, it would make a noise
i the courts for the county of York. i. then tell us if their memories can point out a1 taken up, it is probable that the inhabitants will State of Maine shall pass an Act that all the Ju- m the neighbourhood—that he should
Calculations are made on the expenctsi »ingle
s
plot or stratagem, a single instance of- increase faster on the sea board than in the coun-_ dmial Courts and County Offices shall be located vote for Alfred, bat despised the
ie relative increase of the populatiffli,-political chicanary or juggling that has ever. try, as rn^iny will settle on small house ‘-ots near the( at said Kennebunk ; and if the inhabitants of the
uinty, together with the centre of M t0CjfBrrei|
this County, in which these gen- sea, for carrying on various occupations, whicht 8 “ C™,In£y of York sha!1 g’ve untl> us the said Jo- means they were making use of to get
votes.
0
.... population ; h„>
,.d Kfcnen
.nc a
, cannot be done in the country.—Andas to the■ SiPh.Ti’°maS’ JoiePh Storer, John Hovey, Mi
•nt
but nntwitb*.
notwiihstamlinjal
BSleinen have not boi
borne
a Mn8picuous
conspicuous part.
Lord, the son, has not denied the
forts ot the disguised “ Ossipee Ito, Weask you farther to look at their motives travel, it is well known that the roads center at chael Wise and Isaac Lord, our heirs or assigns, a
good and sufficient deed of all the right and title 1
liable ito concur with the
! «for tbastamf»ering with and insulting your un- Kennebunk from all parts of the county, and there
trutn of Rankins statement, and the
of said county to the present court house, fire-proof 1
m. But every man who is acquainted! jforstandings, trace them through their whole' the business from all the back towns centers j and
person who left the money has said that
by far the greatest part of the people of the coun building and gaol in Alfred, and to all the land
ie travelled road in the county Mslws(i1CBimrse
-------» -follow
11
.....................
and
them in
all their progress
under and adjoining the same, and also the court it was no worse to buy votes with rum
ble that (1|C business of th» aiflily »(¡from
ofrotn (he commencement of this subject to its ty can travel and send to Kennebunk m«ch easier house in York and the land under and adjoining than with public buildings'.
anevntrate more at Kennebunk tta atl (present period, and when they tell you that and pftener than to, Alfred, where they generally
have little or no business.
Besides, the roads are the same, on or before the first day of July eigh
ctj—and the farmers ot the comlyla
abuse nor slander or malevolence, nor
not so direct from all parts of the county to Al- teen hundred and twenty five, and of the gaol
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
cu (aught by a hard lesson, the
any unjustifiable or ungenerous expressions fred as they sre to Kennebunk ; and if all the in York aforesaid and the land under and ad
We are unavoidably under the necessity of oige of being compelled to make toi:shall constitute any part of their discussion, Courts are located at Alfred, the people in various joining the same, on or before the first day of July
irough swamps and over hillstoWip.i«»^
iBiark whether their assertions are corres- towns will be continually burdened and harrassed eighteen hundred and twenty-seven ; Then jf we mitting a great number of Communications on the
Court and Presidential questions. We are oblig
•ide and avarice of any village.
_ hjondent with truth and fact. Read over their with the expences of making new roads in almost the said Joseph Thomas, Joseph Stnrer, Michael ed to them for their favors, and regret that we
Respecting the picture of the ot-to ast hand bilí,
----------------m
and designate
if you can a single every direction to and from Alfred ; whereas if Wise, Isaac Lord and John Hovey shall procure have not room to lay them before the publick in
antr ars very well, and 1 am lei tohiirtaragraph that is not contaminated with scur- the Courts are located in Kennebunk, they will a good and sufficient deed in fee to the said coun this days paper.
i it the Kennebunk people will havehmrility and false invective. Call
i\." to mind the
v._ only have to keep the present roads in repair. As ty of York of a suitable piece of land in said Ken
t<> hnild such an one as is descriiMany trivial stories and the mean and de- it respects the expences of public buildings, the <nebunk, not less than one half of an acre, and shall
©tntuarg,
(■ - bond, provided the people of tbe evading artifices to wlrich they have resorted people of Kennebunk have subscribed very liber- cause to be erected thereon for the use of said
• H favor of Kennebunk for the Hp consider the means which they are nowf ally, for that purpose, and have actually given suf- <county of York as its sole and absolute property,
fcide in
within
two
years
from
the
time
appointed
by
law
r
a<
ì
0’ SeptMr- Mcses -Mcobs in
j
ficient
bonds
and
lodged
the
same
with
the
county
'
hpng to purchase your votes, yes to take from
the 54th year of bis age.
the courts.
..
...J
5 Treasurer, for building a brick Court House, Fire, for the location of the said courts and county offiIS(JIICWll
..v.rP.......
There is
one further
roVI9æ^7 !rP one of ynur dearest and most valuable
iade before (lie question ofW ivdcges—the right of expressing your own( Proof, and a sufficient Stone Jail, and to have the; ces m said Kennebunk, a suitable Gaol and Gaol
; House, for the safe keeping of Prisoners and the
ill be mt
. -Hi >(l
It is Broiler that someinion, and when you have done this con- same completely finished, withont expences to the
decided.
\ „¡j si10Ul(j be nude, so tb.it thequesUtist the eligibility of the two places, compare county, provided the Courts and County Offices accommodation of the Gaoler, of the following
description : viz. The House to be thirty-eight
i t e to cxuen“e should be settled.* p«1 general convenience and fitness for the are located in Kennebunk. These new buildings •eet long and twenty-five feet wide, two stories
lative to expense
will last for ages with very little repairs ; and a
It .as been said that a jail will.(cost2£’n/07^^ation and 8eeJf
high,
with an entry way t« pass through near the
Jt has been said tuav -t- ■ ; ■ . n
entered.
brick Court House will be much more comfortable
ypcienfituisly give
vote (Ar
for Alfred.
II ,ia
.
. , XL... (ho 191 illOliWCientiouslv
e-ive your
vnur vntp.
AIC.^.I
September, 4—Brig Clarissa,. Piper, from Bre
than a wooden one, it will be warmer in winter middle of the building ; The Gaol part for pris
y>
you
farmers
and
to
you
who
inhabit
the
unlv cost $6000. But 1Jeain iro
with much less fuel, aud cooler in summer. But oners 10 be built with Stone containing three apart- men, 51 days j brig Eyder, 13 days from Baltiterior part of the county this question is
more.
ct source that the jaum7-*";" A Iculiarly important. Is not your inter- if the Courts are located in Alfred, the inhabitants ffients, each, to be not less than thirteen feet by
Sailed, July 16th. in company with ship Cotam
will be continually taxed to keep the old buildinga twelve feet, with a suitable chimney and fire-places,
dthat is more exPens‘VC
has
bus,
Lovett, and Brig William, Ring, both of Bos
Arse
and
your
trade
with
Kennebunk
of
with
iron
doors
and
iron
grates.
The
other
part
there jn repair, and before many years, they will
)rk. Imprisonment for
Hch greater value and of much greater imof the House to be built of wood, and to contain ton, and bound for Gottenburg.
be
compelled
to
build
a
new
Jail,
and
perhaps
a
reived a deadly stroke ‘ u convicls 0[nrtance
than
it
is
with
Alfred.'
7’“""
- -Is not a
Spoke, July 28 Cape La Hague, bearing S.
new Court House there, at great expence—Anoth- 'at least two rooms in the lower story, and three
en lately eiecte _
.
tout
part of
,e»tpart
of vanr
your «nmiiic
surplus nt>,>rin<^
produce and your er consideration, which is a very important one, is rooms in the upper story, with a chimney and fire- t>. W 4 leagues, Ship Marcus, Drew, Duxbury,
wer brought hither, and is not this the the place where thp people can get boarded and ‘places, with a cellar under the same, with a prop 48 hours from Antwerp, bound for St. Ubes.
ce where for its exchange you get no in- accommodated in the best and cheapest manner *er number of doors and windows, with a roof
' |iderable part of your money ? Have you while attending the courts. On this head there over the whole building. All to be built in a
PROBATE NOTICE.
lover found your dealers here men ofhon- cannot be a doubt, Alfred not being a place of strong and substantial workman-like manner, and
« Court of Probate held atAlfred,
......... .................... -..................................
finished off in a plain style, within two years as' York, sS.

toe most implicit confidence.
we you not found the people of Kenne’ h generally, kind, hospitable, generous,
' p»«s and humane? Have you ever dis
ced in them any thing that could induce
•clion of a jai> b>' d takc measure» I«’>' P believe that they would wilfully, and
•tv iu part pay, anti ^e.fntt() comp ‘ fiuonally wrong or injure Vou ? Do you
subscription a sum
fOjntyan(l|< p that in friendship or civility or benevTo, they are second to the people of Alfred?
I. without expense t
be
u of the same wi ’» a!
people^ fan you then, when not only your own
>rtb. aa‘isf’cti°"
rinthuf
est, but that of the county also requires
|nt„ : in «hi«-'' ca,°
(CS f.r K? ■ Nation of the courts here, refuse to give
X doubtto 5i«tlicl1 ’Ot OSSIP®: ntu vote, or will you suffer yourselves to
cred by prejudice, or to be shackled by
ik.
-t| ,ie bvthisdaysP’1
also promises and vain flatteries of that
-O»r Correa*

much trade, it can never be expected that its popu
i
^within and for said County, on the sixth day ofSept
lation can increase much, near the present Court; aforesaid after the Judicial Courts and County
ember A. D. 1824.
*
House. It is true that Judges and Officers of the• Offices shall be established at Kennebunk, then IL^THEREAS Caleb Ford, Jan. administrator of the
estate of Robert Ford, late of Berwick, in
Court can get well boarded at Alfred, but they this obligation to be void and of none effect: Oth ’ v
erwise, if the law shall be passed locating the said said county, yeoman, deceased, has this day pre
have to pay for if. But the houses of accommoi emise,
*' Courts9 and County Offices in said Kennebunk, sented the second account of his administration of said
dation near the Court House are few, and Jurors,
’’ and the deeds of the said buildings shall be so giv estate, for allowance.
Witnesses and Parties, who are obliged to attend
ORDERED, that the said administrator notify al!
Court from necessity, cannot be accommodated en by the said inhabitants to the said obligors on persons interested to appear a’t this court to be holden
withont travelling a considerable distance, neither or before the said times within mentioned, this at Kennebunk, on the first Monday of October next, by
obligation is to be in full force and virtue.
causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
<can they afford to pay for board at the rate that is Sealed and delivered
JOSEPH THOMAS. in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,
commonly charged in the vicinity of the Court
threeweeks
successively ; prior to the said first Mon
in
presence
of
us
JOSEPH
STORER.
House, whereas if the Courts are located in Ken
day of October next : that they may then and
nebunk, all those who have business at the Courts, PUTNAM HARTSHORN, | JOHN HOVEY,
there appear, and shew Gause, if any they have, why
nath
’
l
.
M.
TOWLE.
J
MICHAEL
WISE.
can have their choice of places of accommodation
the «akl account shoald not be allowedISAAC LORD.
within a short distance, and at a cheap rate.
JONAS CLARK, fudge.
These are substantia land qowerful reasons for
A true Copy. Attest,
York, ss.~,Alfred, Sept. 3d, 1824.—I hereby
locating all the courtsand county officea at Kea- ‘certify that Jotham Perkins and William W.
,
GEO. THICKER, Refr.
September 10,1824-,

.■ J

and sails.

At the joy of finding our boat, I tho’t

MILITARY GOODS. OIL STORES.
.
MUSTARD, $c.

OBE

i

HE President and Directors of the Merchants’
I was so strong as to carry her myself ; we imme
Insurance Company, in Boston, inform the
diately launched her into the surf, and happy tor
public that their Capital Stock is 7hree hundred Thou.
BARNABAS PALMER,
us that Providence directed us to depart so soon as Has for sale a general assortment of Military sand Dollars, is all paid in,.and invested according to
we did ; for we were not thirty yards from the
‘ Goods, ,uchgas. Swords Epaulerrs, Coos ]aw—that they continue to make Insurance against 1
THE HOUR OF DEATH.
when 700 of the New Zealanders came in 'Pistols,
.
Plames, Cords, Lace, Br?,ds>
An Fire, as expressed in their policies, for sums not ex.
?“’onh wini’S brea,h’ beach
■
search of us. We were in the boat three days, He has also on hand a quantity of Hifldoston Oil ceeding thirty thousand dollars on a risk.
Proposals for Insurance may be made verbahy, ot
having nothing to eat, when we were picked up Stones suitable for Hones, and tools ofsfi descriptions
Thou hasTlKsons for thine own, oh Death I
by brig Maquary, Capt. White, belonging to Sid The Stones are warranted equalffuot superior to any in writing. No particular form is necessary to be ob
served, but the applicant-should give such a descnp.
nev New South Wales, where we landed on the Turkey Stone, imported into this country. Mustard
for families use, and a general assortment of English tion of the premises to be insured, and such informaKr Id meSngTround the Joyous hearth,
10th dav of November, 1821—Thence 1 sailed
tion as may be necessary to enable the Company to
and West India Goods may be found at his sttje,
E VNight tor the dreams of sleep, .he
of prayer,
in English ship Admiral Cockburn to the Isle of He receives in payment Corn, Grain, Butter, Pork, make a just computation of the risk.
But atl for thee, thou Mighuest of tl.e Ear . .
France
thence in the ship Julia-Ann, or Cal and nearly all kinds of Country produce.
The circumstances that most generally affect the
risk, are the size and height of the bunding; the
cutta, to London. West was left in Sidney HosKennebunk, August 20, 1824.
The banquet has its hour,
.
number of fires kept therein ; the materials of which
pital, sick.”
the walls of the bui’/ings are composed ; the material^
of which the roof is composed ; how occupied;
CELIBACY.
whether connected with other buildings, or separate;
A time for softer tears—but all are thine I
A bachelor beihoaning: the; uncomfortabk
what other bailings are in the vicinity, so near as to
O be sold at Public Auction, to the highest bid
increase the risk, and what the facility with which
prospect
of
celibacy,
and
comparing
t
he
,
res

Youth and the opening rose
,
der, on Tuesday the 21st day of September engines, ladders and water may be obtained in case of
May look like things too glorious for (b^caV ’
pective happiness of a married ami single
next, on the premises, at one o’clock in the afternoon
And smile at thee I-but thou art not of those
life exclaimed—“ What can make the bdtei a Farm, situated in Biddeford, near the road leading iirSome of these facts may be best communicated by
That wait the ripen’d bloom to seize their p y•
Clip of a bachelor’s life
a,,(l in tlu from Alfred to Saco, containing about one hundred a plan, which may be easily sketched from memory;
acres of good Land, one half of which is under culti
z by any person acquainted with the premises, with
Leaves have their time to fall,
.
, , same tone by way of self condoieot response,
vation, with a convenient two story dwelling House, sufficient accuracy to give an idea of the relative size,
And flowers to whither at the North-wind s breat , o b s c r v e. 11—a - las ! a-las !....................
and out buildings all of which are in good repair.
. situation and connexion of the buildings.
And stars to set—but all,
Also
—
From
15
to
ao
tons
of
good
English
Hay,
12
Thou hast all seasons for thine own, oh, Death .
Where Insurance is wanted on several buildings, it
Head of Stock, 20 Sheep, together with all the farm is necessary to statue how much is wanted on each.
ing Utensils belonging to said Farm.
We know when moons shall wane,
1
The Company insure any sum on a building, or
Conditions.—A third to be paid down, and a liberal
When summer-birds from far shall cross he sea.
property not exceeding the full value of the destruc- \
credit will be given for the rest, with Notes, and apWhen autumn’s hue shall tinge the golden gia i
table interest at hazard. They prefer however, to inBut who shall teach us when to look for thee .
proved secnricy.
TIMOTHY M’INTIRE.
sure something less than the full value.
SMITH & PORTER.
Insurance may be made on any kind of property
Is it when spring’s first gales
Biddeford, August 27, 1824for account of the owner, and the policy assigned to
Have for Sale
Come forth to whisper where the violets life .
any other person as collateral security with the Com
Is it when roses in our paths gicw pale .
700 Bls. superfine a,nd fine FLOUR.
pany’s consent, or the loss may be made payable to
ISO Bls. and half bls. No. i & 2 Mackerell.
They have
season—«// are ours to die .
any other person, when the policy is made.
O be sold by virtue of a license from the Supreme
10 Hhds.N, E. RUM.
Contingent interests may be insur ed, being describ
Thou art where billows foam,
Judicial Court, on Monday the twenty-seventh ed as such ; as property mortgaged, or on which adKennebunk, September 3, 1824Thou art where music melts upon the an ;
day of September next, at ten o’clock m the forenoon,
vances have been made, or responsibilities incurred.—
Thou art around us in our peaceful home,
f
on the premises, all the real estate of Elizabeth Ap Furniture and Household Goods, as well as Buildings
And the world calls us forth-and thou art there pleton, a minor and daughter of Joseph Appleton, and Merchandize, may be insured. The Premium is
late of Hollis, deceased. Said estate consists of paid in cash, on receipt of the policy. The Loss is
Thou art where friend meets friend,
of all the homestead farm of said deceased, lying in paid in cash, in thirty days after proof.
,
Beneath the shadow of the elm to rest 5
.
said Hollis,excepting what was assigned to his wid
The proof required is such as shall be reasonable,
Thou art where foe meets foe, and tr?n;PeJs re iu
FEW Bottles of the first quality for Sale by
ow as her dower.
- . , , •
• > according to the nature and circumstances of the case,
The skies, and swords beat down the princely crest.
GREENOUGH, BODWELL, & Co. ALSO—About forty acres of land lying in said and if the parties cannot agree as to what is reasonable 1
Hollis, and bounded on the south-east by land of John proof, it is to be submitted to reference, or determined ]
Leaves have their time to faU,
.
September 3, 1824Hazelton and John Dennett on the N. E. by land or by law, as the person insured shall prefer.
And flowers to wither at the North-wind s breath,
Ellis B. Usher, on the N W. by a highway and land
In Fire Insurance the Company pay ail losses, bow- j
And stars tp set—but all,
,
of Mark Dresser jr% and on the S. W. by Cook s ever small, and they pay the whole loss, providedit 1
Thou hast all seasons for thine own’°'1’J?
1
brook so called.
.
_ do not exceed the sum insured, whether the prop- I
Conditions made known at the time and place of
erty be fully insured or not.
FAMILY HORSE for sale, which will be
sale.
The expense of Insurance on the safest class of
MxsccWaaco vis .
SAMUEL HOPKINSON. Guardian.
sold low, if applied for immediately.
brick buildings in Boston, is 55 cents to insure gioo,;
Inquire of the Printer.
August 25, 1824for a year, ga 50 per annum to insure 1000.
On the safest class of wooden buildings, such as
Aificultnrc ought to be classed among the
JUST PUBLISHED,
j Dwelling Houses standing alone, occupied by one
liberal arts and sciences ; for there is none
family and not liable to be burned by another build
THE
j ing, the premium is half per cent per annum. _
which has a stronger tendency to liberalize
On the class of brick buildings above mentioned, it
the minds and affections ofitsprofessors —
coiiTnssBiAsr sz’EI.mkg bogh :
ANTED fifteen thousand feet of hemlock
, requires the premiums of Four Hundred years to pay
none which more liberally r^vards the labor
plank 12 or 16 feet long, 4 inches thick en- ON A NEW, EASY, AND ENTERTAINING PLAN. >a loss. On the class of wooden buildings, it requires
NATHANIEL JEFFERDS.
of attainment—none move consistent with
quire of
By S. W. COLE.
the premiums of Tnvo Hundred years, and this is or
honor, morality and religion. Agriculture
Kennebunk, August 26, 1824Extract of a Letter from lUv. Dr. Payson, of" the suppositon that there will be no partial losses dur
teaches man to cultivate the moral fields of
ing the time ; but a considerable portion of the pre
Portland to the Author.
miums will be required to pay partial losses.
.
nature, as well as to
“ I have examined the Colv mbian Spelling
It appears evident therefore that the premiums de
"/read the swampy heath,
Book, with some attention, and am much pleased manded on these risks are very moderate.
;•
Pierce with shai^M^ the tremulous peat beneath;;
HE proprietors and owners of certain lots of with it. It appears to be well adapted to feciliFor risks of a more hazardous nature, the premi
With colters bri^i .he rushy swardbisect,
land, lying and situated in Lyman, are here tate the task of the instructer, and the progress of um is increased in proportion to the augmentation of
And in new vains the gushing rills direct.
by informed that the same is taxed in the Tax bill the pupil. I think it deserves, and doubt not that the hazard.
So flowers shall rise in purple light arrayed ;
The conditions on which -this Company mt ire, are
And blossom’d orchards strech their si ver shade ,
committed to me, the subscriber to collect for the it will obtain, admission into our schools.
believed to be as favorable and convenient to the as
Admiring globes their amber ears unfold.
year 1822, and is as follows
sured,
as they can be made, consistently with a due
From
Devi
Thomas
Jameson,
Preceptor
of
Ef

And labor sleeps amid the waving gold.
MATTHEW WHIDDEN,
SI 73
regard to the interests and security of the Institution.
fingham, fX. H.) Academy.
bounded by land of Benjamin Whtdden and
The Company continue to make Insurance on Ma
“ With much pleasure, 1 have examined the rine Risks as heretofore, for sums not exceeding
HEW ZEALAND CANNIBALS,
Thomas Clark, and will be sold on Monday,
Columbian Spelling Book. In my opinion ty Thousand Dollars on a risk.
In the Sultana from London arrived Mr. Joseph
i
4th October next, on the premises.
the
work is excellent. The matter in general is
Per order,
MOSES L- HALE, Secy. 1
Price, of Wilmington, Del. who was one of the Heirs of ROBERT SWANSON,
S2 72
Crew of the brig Gen. Gates, of Boston. He fur
lying by the County road, leading from good, and its arrangement is superior to any work
THE Subscriber having been appoint
I think it well anishes the following account of the capture and
Grant’s hill to the new Meeting House, and that I have seen of the kind.
Agent of the Merchants Insurance Company for ibt
butchery of most of the boat’s crew landed on the
bounded by land of John Grant and William dapted to the capacities of children, and would purpose of making Insurance against Fire, will rcceiKj
Warren, and will be sold the 5th of October cheerfully recommend it to the patronage of an en proposals from those in Kennebunk and the neigboufo
coast of New Zealand.
“ Sailed from Hobart town, Van Dieman,s
lightened publie.”
ing towns, who may wish to insure property.
next, on the premises.
H
BENJAMIN ‘SMITS- ‘
Land, Aug. 10, 1821, and on the 21st myself and Heirs of Christopher Gillpatrick, 0 93
From I. W. Bourne, Preceptor of the Academy

T

.

• . ;c the result of t.
tesi-

11

Public Auction.

T

WourfMadxrMiN. E.

ÏHE following is the resu
^»ndRepresentativesino

RUM.

Court Questio

Kennebunk.

| •4//'

Guardians' Sale.

T

Cayenne Pepper, and Pepper
Sauce.

A

Horse jor Sale.

--------

A

Notice.

W

Collectors Notice.

T

li'

I*
ff ré .
I IP

5 others, viz. Thomas Youter of London ; James
Webster ; William Rawson qf N. London ; Wm.
Smith, and James West, both of New-York, were
landed cn the coast of New-Zealand, in a whale

IB,
iennebunk,
fenebunk-port,

Ötteiy,
$ot,
Sanford,
Saco,
pOTick,
?outla Berwick,
Aman,
’arsonsfield,
jimerick,

Buxton,
;Mis,
Limington,
Weld,
Cornish,
Waterborough,
Lebanon,
Total.

161

131
343
250
54
183
34
46
38
132
37
17
unk.
10
7

23
41
13!
7
321
10!
26
12
25
17
uni
3€
32

3485

31

IT appears therefore, that
> talk. That the Hon. William Bi
Scammon, are elected Senators.

County of York.

Kennebunk, Aug, 13, 1824bounded by the road on Lyman and Hollis
in Kennebunk.
niw^^-iOrKLegislature, which coir
line, leading from Jonathan Dearings to Lim
An attentive and careful examination of the _
1 ’theopinion we have heretofore held, be
erick road, and will be sold on Wednesday (Columbian Spelling Book, its method and
! ™ possibility of a doubt, that Johp
the Gth day of October next;, on the prem- arrangements, authorize me in saying, that in my
(
will mive the votes oftha
boat with provisions, for the purpose or procuring..
opinion, it is as well calculated to facilitate the
ises.
.
* J1 ’’e attach the more importance t
Notice is therefore given th4t unless said taxes progress of youth as any book of the kind with
NTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HEN
SealSkins.
,
«Ms it jS written by one of the ma
In six weeks we procured 3563 Skins, and and all necessary charges are paid on or before the which I am conversant, and as such I cordially
RY JAMES—An approved remedy to vy
Jut ?I°Censure tbe Governor
the 11th of October we were taken by the natives day specified for the sale of said land as above sta
peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, a«
recommend it to the patronage
fj
o ehas been claimed by the Craw
of New-Zealand between 10 & 11 o’clock at night ted, so much of said land will be. sold at Public
Piles.
. .
«I th
They sat fire to our huts, burnt our skms.and the Auction, to the highest bidder, as will raise a
Th
It is well known that Dyspeptia is oneot « 1 riu t ,e’estof llleil' strength. Tli
From the Rev. Nath. II. Fletcher, pastor of
provisions we had left. They tied our hands be
most frequent diseases of our country, to c
I
folk
»•
6
6’
we mak
sum sufficient to discharge the same.
the Congregational Society in Kennebunk.
MUing extract.
mencement is indicated in different patients by v»
hind our backs and we were marched by them to
JOHN ROBERTS, Collector.
The Columbian Spelling Book con ous symptoms, of which the most remarkable areLookinglass bay which was upwards of loO miles.
Lyman, Sep\etuber 2,, 1824.
tains a good classification of words, and a ju
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate
During the whole of this time we had nothing to
iSfe’ii'1?’'"”
aton the Tot,
dicious
division of them into syllables. Its headach, commonly called nervous or sick head"
eat but roasted fish which the natives subsist on
yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the J
method
and
its
matter
are
both
well
adapted
themselves—Thence to sandy bay which is better
SU|,1’“SC'1111
ach after eating, often called lieart burn, flatw
to the capacities of children ; 1 would there or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mow
than 200 miles
when we arrived here, there
Si'-'
OR sale by the subscriber a yoke of five years old fore recommend it to the publick as proper to the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after 0® ’
I can a
M ’ trawford we
was a tribe of savages who took us before their
Oxen, which have never been injured by bad udebility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of SPIS
Kiu«- and Queen ; and the moment we were bro t
be used in our schools.
lss"re you, Sir, that it
sage—any person wishing to purchase a yoke of good
before them John Router, of London, was order
N. H. FLETCHER.
&c.
• 0 111Li.,, llKre is a handsome maiori
Piles being connected with indigestion and
cattle will please call on the subscriber.
piles Being conuevteu w«vu
ed to be killed. They tied him to a tree and
JOHN WEBBER.
The Columbian Spelling Book, is sold,
tiveness are certainly and speedily removea oy
two Savages one before and another behind him,
wholesale and retail at the Book Stores of James
Kennebunk, August 6, 1824«
Pills.
with a club each, knocked him on the head—
Persons afflicted with any of the above symp«J $ ■
of the whole, vet I II
K. Remich, Kennebunk ; Isaac Adams, Wm.
JV““
--------- . T.-11
They then cut off his head and buried it the rest
i«
AiT?
ssra^th;
n:
„„""•Adams
ha«
h.„„
Hyde, and D. C. Poole, Portland ; Parker Shel aree assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are
«.v a- fl
of the body these inhuman people deposited in a
edy
well
worth
their
attention,
and
entitled
w
don, Gardiner ; William M. Ladd, Augusta ;
tW0W^nirHCERTA|NL
kind of oven, under ground, and roasted it as a
TC
William Hastings, Watterville ; and by J. & R. entire confidence.
person would roast an animal—of this they gave u&
Sold by JOHN LILLIi.
Gardner. Hallowell.
to eat, and having nothing else >we partook of it,
July, 23, 1824.
_______KEm'EliVjVK.
which tasted very much like roasted pork. Con
August 22, 1823.
*l*lmi»n n n " Crawford,” a
sider, dear reader, what a state our mind must be
in at these awful moments. They tied the re
maining five of us-to a tree with fifty to guard us.
OH HE Subscriber will pay a fair price for one or two
B hundred Bushels of Flaxseed. He also continues
The next day James Webster was killed and roast
HEATON’S noted Itch Ointment which has
ed ; the day alter this William Rawson, of New- v »
stood the test of all other ointment, and to give the higest price for,
'S’liithetn1?' fs,ateme''t of G
E the subscribers being appointed b
London, was killed and roasted ; and the follow which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box is
I leSt* aadl
Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge of Pf»
ing day William Smith of N. York, shared the now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
and wishes to take a few hundred pounds of good the County of York, Commissioners to re
'"'""Uy mildMA?3emblr ot N'
fate of his unhappy companions. On the ”ext Also—Doct. Davenport’s BILIOUS PILLS.
Butter for which a fair price will be given in exchange examine the claims of the creditors to the esut
"’■‘US?’ lìcrlari"R I
For the time these Pills have been offered to the
J .-“’‘UCC
day, from what we could understand by the Chier,
for goods.
BANABAS PALMER.
JOHN
HILL,
public, the sales of them have exceeded the most
James west, of New-York was to die ; but fortu
late of Hollis, in said county Yeoman, decej C an*11"” »/°fthc member
sanguine expectations of the proprietor, which may
nately for us, ¿he night previous to his intended be fairly considered an acknowledgment, of their
resented insolvent, and six months from
g< 5 llave lately r ’ h Pnvate infer
fate, a heavy squall rosefirom the east with rain, many virtues.
day of July instant being allowed for the cr
bring in and prove their claims, hereoy g’J
thunder and lightning which so frightened the na
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken
An'1'eii!ilve «U. don ¡Ve<i fl °m the
ASH,
at
a
fair
price
on
delivery,,will
be
paid
that we shall attend for that purpose at tne ‘
tives that they all ran away towards the west, ma nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Kennebunk-Port by Doct.
for about 20 thousand feet of first rate mer George Dennet, in Hollis, on the first Saturday
king such a yelling noise as I never beard before, J. N. Langdon—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dovei
tember and November, and on the twelfth
leaving us under the tree. We now untied cych by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland chantable boards, well seasoned, to be used imme
...........
and Boston, and by some persons in the principle diately in repairing the brick store- lately burned uary next, from two to five o’clock in the a.
other, and walked away towards the beach where
STEPHEN HOPKIW.1
towns
from
Maine to Georgia.
in
this
place.
our boat was lying, which was about seven miles,
GEORGE DENWAlso—Wheaton’s well known JAUNDICE
JOHN OSBORN & CO.
Re
as nigh as we could guess. We now found our BITTERS, for sale as above.
Hollis, July 20, 1824,
!
Kennebunk^ July. 2D, 1824.
boat, two oars, and the steer-oar, wit
Kennebunk, March a, 1823.

Valuable Medicine.

A

Oxen jor Sale.

F

*’,*'<1mw,OhTH1SSTAT1î

Flaxseed,

Commissioners' Notice

Mustard Seed.

Boards Wanted.

C

W

